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Abstract 

RE-doped BiFe03 (RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd) compositions have been produced and 

investigated with a view to establishing a broad overview of their crystal chemistry 

and domain structure. For less than 10% RE dopant, the perovskite phase in all 

compositions could be indexed according to the rhombohedral, R3c cell of BiFe03. 

For La, Nd and Sm doped compositions with more than 15% dopant, a new antipolar 

phase was stabilised similar in structure to PbZr03 Pbam symmetry with a 

-V2a,,2-V2a,,4ac unit cell where ac is the psuedocubic unit cell. The orthoferrite, Pnma 

structure was present in all RE-doped BiFe03 compounds with higher dopant 

concentration. The compositional window over which the PbZr03-like phase was 

stable increased with increasing end-member tolerance factor, t (effectively controlled 

by the RE ionic radius). On heating, the PbZr03-like phase transformed to the 

orthoferrite, Pnma structure. Tc for all compositions decreased with decreasing A-site, 

average ionic polarizabilty and end member tolerance factor. For compositions with 

R3c symmetry, superstructure and orientational and translational (anti-phase) domains 

were observed in a manner typical of an anti-phase tilted, ferroelectric perovskite. For 

the new PbZr03-like phase orientational domains were observed along with antiphase 

boundaries associated with quadrupling of the unit cell due to the antipolar 

displacements of the BilRE-ions 
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Neutron powder diffraction was used to determine changes in the nuclear and 

magnetic structures across the phase transitions that relate the high-temperature non

polar (Pnma) to the low temperature polar (R3c) and anti-polar (Pbam) structures, 

respectively. The high-temperature Pnma phase has a ....j2ac, ....j2ac,2ac cell with an a-a

c + octahedral tilting. The low-temperature polar R3c structure is similar to the B-phase 

of pure BiFeD3 and is rhombohedral with a"a-a- octahedral rotations and cation 

displacements along the peudocubic [111] direction. Although electron diffraction 

revealed weak additional doubling along c (denoted by the appearance of Y4{00l} in 

addition to Y4{1l0} reflections) of the PbZr03 cell, Neutron and X-ray diffraction 

could not reliably refine a larger cell. This is attributed to the weak intensity of the 

Y4{001} reflections and the short coherence length of the 4ac modulation in the c

direction. 

The transitions from the high temperature Pnma phase to both low temperature phases 

are accompanied by a large discontinuous expansion of the lattice volume in the low

temperature structure. The Pnma to R3c transition occurs in the paramagnetic state 

and generates no detectable changes in the magnetic structure. In contrast, the Pnma 

to Pbam transition, which occurs in the magnetic state, is accompanied by abrupt 90 0 

reorientation of the magnetic dipoles. Coupling between the nuclear and magnetic 

structures is manifested in a significant magnetization anomaly. The dielectric 

properties were studied as a function of temperature but no anomalies were recorded 

that were coincident with the structural phase transitions observed by differential 
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scanning calorimetry. The absence of peaks in pennittivity at T c was attributed to 

high conductivity with space charge polarisation dominating the dielectric response. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

BiFe03 is a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite with space group R3c at room temperature 

and an a-a-a- tilt system in which the Fe06 octahedra are rotated in anti-phase around the 

rhombohedral axis. The cations displace off their centre of symmetry along [J 1 1] p direction 

with the Be+ ions having a larger displacement due to the active lone pair electrons and this 

results in the 02- ions being effectively four-fold coordinated to two Be+ ions and two Fe3+ 

ions. [Michel et al., 1969a, Sosnowska et al., 1982, Karimi et al., 2009a] 

BiFe03 is ferroelectric below Tc (:::: 830°C) and although based on the theoretical 

calculations, the spontaneous polarisation in BiFe03 is expected to be high due to the large 

displacements of the cations, it does not exhibit a saturated polarisation vs. electric field loop 

due to a combination of the high Tc and conductivity. [Kumar et al., 2000a, Neaton et al., 

2005, Teague etal., 1970] 

BiFe03 is antiferromagnetic below TN = 370°C and the magnetic ordering is a cycloidal 

spiral in the [llOh direction with a period of A::;: 620 A within a (l JO)h spin rotation plane. 

The presence of a space modulated spin structure is considered to inhibit the linear 

magnetoelectric effect. [Fischer et al., 1980, Kubel and Schmid, 1990, Sosnowska et al., 

1996] 

BiFe03 has gained considerable importance both technologically and scientifically because 

of the coexistence of ferroelectric and anti-ferromagnetic ordering and the magnetoelectric 

coupling between spin and charge which gives it a tremendous potential for applications in 

the field of information storage, sensing and actuation, etc. [Fedulov et ai., 1964, Hill, 2000] 
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Partial substitution of Be+ ions by rare earth ions, RE3
+, has been shown to improve 

ferroelectric properties and magnetization by eliminating impurity phases and reputedly 

destroying the cycloidal spin structure resulting in uniform canted anti ferromagnetic ordering 

which increases the magnetization. [Das et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2006, Zhang et al., 2006b, 

Nalwa and Garg, 2008, Nalwa et al., 2008a, Uniyal and Yadav, 2008] 

To predict the behaviour of BiFe03 as a function RE concentration, comparisons with other 

systems, such as Pb(Zr,Ti)03, are potentially useful. In PZT, the larger less polarisable zl+ 

substitutes for Ti4
+ ions decreasing the tolerance factor, t, and ferroelectric Tc and increasing 

the driving force for octahedral rotation which ultimately transfonns the structure from 

ferroelectric rhombohedral to the antiferroelectric orthorhombic. By analogy with PZT, the 

reduction of polarisability by RE substitution is also likely to induce a transition from polar 

to antipolar order in BiFe03 before ultimately transforming the structure to that of the 

orthoferrite RE endmember phase. [Michel et aI., 1969a, Jaffe et al., 1971, Woodward, 2004, 

Karimi et aI., 2009a, Karimi et al., 2009b] 

Despite the simple crystal chemistry, there is a significant confusion in the scientific 

literature as to the phase evolution within REFe03-BiFe03 solid solutions. This study 

attempts to clarify the phase evolution and establish a coherent set of sstructure property 

relations for RE doped BiFe03. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1. Oxide Perovskites 

A rare natural mineral, perovskite CaTi03, has given name to a structural class in which 

extensive range of materials adopt the perovskite structure or derivatives of it. The general 

formula of perovskites is: ABX3 where A and B are cations and X the anion which is mostly 

oxygen, AB03. 

Oxide perovskites offer diverse range of properties from insulation to metallic conduction, 

ionic conduction, (anti-)ferroelectricity, (anti-)ferromagnetism and electrooptic responses. 

[Moulson and Herbert, 1990, Navarotsky, 1998, Mitchell, 2002] 

In an ideal perovskite with the cubic structure and space group Pm3 m, the A cations are 

similar in size to 0 anions (1.4 A) and occupy the cubo-octahedral 12-coordinated positions 

whereas the smaller B cations are in 6-coordinated octahedral sites. The 0 anions are 

surrounded by four A and two B cations. [Mitchell, 2002, Sterianou, 2008] 

If the unit cell representation is chosen in which B cations occupy the body centre of the 

cube, 0 occupies the face centre positions with A cations at the comers, Figure 2.1.a. 

Alternatively the A cations may be placed at the body centre, B cations at the comers and 

Oxygens along the edges of the cube, Figure 2.I.b. [Mitchell, 2002] 

The main advantage of the perovskite structure is the ability of the large 12- and smaller 6-

fold co-ordinated sites to accommodate a wide range of cations of different size and charge. 

Consequently, materials adopting the perovskite structure may be tailored by appropriate 

cation substitution to give specific electrical or magnetic properties. 
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~-\ B 0 

Figure 2.1. Ideal perovskite structures with a) B and b) A at the centre of the cubic unit cell. 

[Mitchell, 2002] 

2.1.1. Tolerance factor, t 

If the ions are considered as rigid spheres, an ideal perovskite structure will have the cations 

surrounded by as many anions as can touch them according to their co-ordination number. 

The perfectly sized ions create a structure of touching spheres where the cations cannot rattle 

around in the interstices between the anions. The geometrical relationship between the ions' 

radii in this ideal cubic perovskite structure is expressed by Equation 2.1 : 

(2.1) 

However ionic radii depend on the form of bonding and electronic configuration and actual 

materials rarely show ideal ionic radii . Tolerance factor, t, may therefore be introduced as a 
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parameter on how well the ions fit into the perovskite structure, Equation 2.2. [Goldschmidt, 

1926] 

t = (RA+Ro) 
{2 (RB+Ro) 

(2.2) 

At t = 1 the structure is a perfect cubic perovskite and the ions are ideally packed. Strontium 

titanate, SrTi03, with tolerance factor of t = 1.002 is one of the closest perovskites to ideal. 

In general when 0.8 < t < 1.05, the perovskite structure is usually stable but deviations from 

the ideal value of 1 result in structural distortions of the perovskite cell that result in 

interesting functional properties. [Goldschmidt, 1926, Mitchell, 2002, Woodward, 2004] 

2.1.2. Distorted perovskites 

The deviation from the ideal perovskite structure can be described as a result of either ionic 

displacement, chemical ordering, tilting of the B06 octahedra or combinations thereof [Jaffe 

et al., 1971]. Generally these distortions are minor and the cubic structure will still be 

recognised in diffraction patterns. Line splitting, and in some cases extra lines in X-ray 

diffraction and extra reflections in electron diffraction will occur if the structure is distorted. 

These extra features in the diffraction patterns can be used to determine the true nature of the 

structure [Mitchell, 2002, Woodward, 2004]. 

Often for simplicity planes, directions and lattice parameters of the non-ideal perovskite are 

expressed in terms of the ideal cubic unit cell. This makes discussing a heavily distorted 
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perovskite or comparison between perovskites much simpler and easier. These indices are 

referred to as 'pseudo-cubic' and are indicated by use of a subscript 'p' [Woodward, 2004]. 

Ionic Displacement: 

There are two possibilities of displacement for any single ion: parallel and anti-parallel. For 

parallel displacement all ions shift from the cubic positions by equal vectors. For anti-parallel 

displacement neighbouring ions are displaced by opposite vectors. Anti-parallel displacement 

of cations results in superlattice reflections in X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction patterns 

due to the multiplication of the unit cell. [Jaffe et aI., 1971, Mitchell, 2002] 

Lead titanate, PbTi03, is an example of parallel displacement at room temperature. 

Displacement of both Ti4+ and 0 2
- along the <OOl>p direction, results in a tetragonal unit cell 

with one formula unit. Lead zirconate, PbZr03, has the anti-parallel displacement of Pb2
+ 

cations along the <110>p direction reSUlting in an orthorhombic symmetry with multiple 

formula units. 

Chemical Ordering: 

Chemical ordering occurs when the A-site or B-site are occupied by more than one type of 

cation species resulting in complex perovskites with multiplication of the unit cell. The long

range symmetry remains the same if these mixed species distribute themselves in a 

disordered manner. This mostly happens when mixed cations have the same valence. The 

symmetry reduces when the mixed cations show an environmental preference. This mainly is 

the case when the mixed species have different valence and cations tend to occupy the 
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alternate {llljp planes in a ratio that depends on the fonnula unit of the perovskite. 

[Woodward, 2004 J 

For example lead scandium tantalate, Pb(SC1l2 Ta1l2)03, orders in a I: I sequence and 

strontium magnesium niobate, Sr(MgI/3Nb2/3)03, orders in a 1:2 sequence. [Randall et al., 

1986, Zheng et 01., 2003J 

B06 octahedral tilting: 

Octahedral tilting is the mechanism responsible for the largest number of phase transitions in 

a perovskite. The onset of octahedral tilting usually occurs in compounds with low tolerance 

factor, e.g. when si+ (1.44 A) is substituted by Ca2+ (1.35 A) in SrTi03 [Shannon and 

Prewitt, 1969], the cation no longer completely fills the 12-fold A-site interstice and the 

octahedra will try and reduce the volume of the site by rotating or tilting the octahedron 

which ultimately results in an orthorhombic rather than the cubic structure [Mitchell, 2002, 

Knudsen, 2002]. 

Megaw [Megaw, 1946, Megaw, 1973] initiated a way to understand the distortions of the 

perovskite structure which was further developed by Glazer [Glazer, 1972, Glazer, 1975]. 

Based on this system, combinations of component tilts about the three tetrad axes are used to 

describe the type of octahedral tilting. The component tilts are considered to be about the 

pseudocubic axes for small tilt angles. The letters ap, bp and cp denote the tilt about [lOOjp, 

[OlOjp and [OOljp axis respectively. Where letters are repeated the magnitude oftHt around 

each axis is identical so that 'aaa' refers to equal tilts about all three axes and 'abc' refers to 

unequal tilts [Glazer, 1972]. 
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When an octahedron tilts, the neighbouring octahedra in the plane nonnal to the tilt axis are 

constrained and tilt in the opposite sense, Figure 2.2b, but at the same time the octahedra 

directly above and below are not constrained and this allows tilt in one of two ways possible. 

Figure 2.2. a) the untilted cubic perovskite viewed along a <100>p type axis and b) the tilted 

perovskite structure viewed parallel to the <JOO>p type tilt axis [Woodward, 2004] . 

The tilt is called 'in-phase' if the octahedra rotate in the same way as the central octahedron, 

Figure 2.3a, and it is denoted by '+ ' superscript. An ' anti-phase ' tilt is when the octahedra 

above and below tilt in the opposite sense, Figure 2.3.b, which is denoted by '- ' superscript. 

Superscript '0' is to show that there is no tilt about an axis, e.g. aOooc- shows a perovskite 

with anti-phase tilting only about the pseudo-cubic c axis where op = bp< cp . 

B06 octahedral tilting results in doubling of the unit cell which produces extra reflections at 

half-integer positions in the diffraction pattern. With respect to the doubled unit cell these 

reflections can be indexed with some indices odd while the main reflections all have indices 

even. For example, c+ creates reflections with indices odd-odd-even where h ;t k, e.g. 310, 

whereas c- creates reflections with indices odd-odd-odd where h ;t k e.g. 311 [Glazer, 1975]. 
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Figure2.3. a) An 'in-phase' tilted and b) an 'anti-phase' tilted perovskite view parallel to the 

tilt axis [Woodward, 2004]. 

Glazer identified 23 tilt systems and consequent space groups for a unit cell based on a 

pseudocubic cell doubled along each axis and containing 8 formula units, Table 2.1 [Glazer, 

1972]. 

Later Howard and Stokes demonstrated that in tilt systems a+a+a- , a+b+b-. a+a+c- , a+b+c

and aOb +b- it was not possible for the tilt transition to occur while preserving a three

dimensional network without the octahedra being distorted from the perfect structure [Glazer, 

1972, Howard and Stokes, 1998] . It was also shown that the tilt systems with octahedral 

distortions were not uniquely linked to one space group and this was related to the way in 

which the octahedra were distorted. While none of the space groups assigned by Glazer to 

these tilt systems were incorrect, more information than solely the tilt system was required to 

identify the space group [Mitchell, 2002]. Woodward suggested that the tilt systems where 

all the A-sites are crystallographically equivalent are strongly favoured when there is only a 

single A-site species, resulting in the a+b- b- being the most common, followed by the a-a-a

and the aOaoao. When there are two or more A-site species, tilt systems with non-equivalent 
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A-site environments are favoured [Woodward, 1997]. Howard and Stokes argued that there 

could only be 15 corresponding tilt systems, since when different tilt systems result in the 

same space group, the tilt system with the lowest symmetry dominate. According to Howard 

and Stokes the unnecessary tilt systems are aOb+b-, aOb+c+, a+a-a-, a+a-c-, a+a+a-, a+b+b-, 

a + b + c - and a + b + b + and no known perovskite structures have these 'forbidden' tilt systems. 

Based on this idea they established a group-subgroup relationship between these tilt 

systems/space groups where a tilt system is considered a subgroup of another tilt system 

when it can be obtained by an infmitesimal change to another, Figure 2.4 [Howard and 

Stokes, 1998]. 

Table 2.1. Examples of tilt systems (e:::: even, 0 = odd indices) [Glazer, 1972, Glazer, 1975, 

Knudsen, 2002]. 

Tnt Symbol Reflections Multiple cen Relative Space 

system pseudocubit unit group 

cen parameters 

ap=cp=cp 
Three-tilt a-a-a- eee, 000 (k;t!/) 2apx2bpX2cp R3c 

a= p= y7J!9(f 

Two-tilt aOb+b+ eee, oeo (h;t!/) 2apX2bpx2cp ap<bp=cp /4lmmm 

One-tilt aOaoc- eee, 000 (h~) 2apx2bpX2cp ap=bp<cp F41mcm 

Zero-tilt aUauau eee apxbpxcp ap=bp=cp Pm3m 
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It should be noted that although according to the group-subgroup relationship direct 

transitions from R3c to Pnma are not permitted, they are commonly observed in perovskites 

with rare earth elements in the A-site [Mitchell, 2002, Knudsen, 2002]. 

a a a 
R3c 

Figure 2.4. The group-subgroup relationship between the 15 perovskite space groups/ tilt 

systems where a dashed line joining two space groups indicates that the corresponding phase 

transition has a discontinuous nature [Howard and Stokes, 1998] . 

Generally the perovskite phase is stable if t is close enough to one. However as f decreases 

the A-site cations become too small for the cuboctahedral site. With a tilt occurring, the 

volume of the interstice reduces and the structural stability improves. Reaney et al. showed, 

Figure 2.5, that perovskites with 0.985 < t < 1.06 at room temperature have untilted 

structures. With 0.964 < t < 0.985 at room temperature perovskites have anti-phase tilt and 

with t < 0.964 they are expected to have in-phase and anti-phase tilting at room temperature 

[Reaney et ai., 1994]. 
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Figure 2.5. Effect of tolerance factor on octahedral tilting in perovskites with Ba orland Sr on 

the A-site and mixed B-sites [Reaney et af., 1994]. 
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2.2. Characterisation of Perovskites 

2.2.1. X-ray Diffraction 

Long range order and lattice constants are best obtained by X-ray single crystal and powder 

diffraction methods. X-ray powder diffraction patterns provide the simplest ways of 

identifying perovskites and showing the deviations from the ideal cubic Pm-3m symmetry. 

X-ray diffraction patterns for the ideal perovskite are relatively simple and show an 

alternating sequence of strong (h+k+1) = 2n and weak (h+k+1) *' 2n lines. Regardless of 

whether or not the perovskite is distorted, these patterns of reflections are characteristic of all 

perovskite-type compounds and account for their strong pseudo-symmetry. The intensity of 

weak reflections decreases as the difference ( dz ) between the atomic numbers of the cations 

and the total number of electrons in the perovskite increases. This effect is more evident with 

respect to the intensity of the 111 reflection relative to the 110 and 200 reflections. Usually 

the strongest line in a cubic perovskite X-ray diffraction pattern is the 110 reflection, Figure 

2.6.A [Mitchell, 2002J. 

2.2.2. Neutron Diffraction 

X-ray and neutron diffraction together can be used to determine the crystal structure of 

perovskite-type compounds as each technique provides data on different aspects of the 

structure but as neutron diffraction facilities are not always readily available, perovskites are 

more commonly characterized by X-ray diffraction methods. 
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Neutron diffraction provides better signal to background ratio than X-ray and it allows better 

recognition of weak superlattice reflections. The use of neutron diffraction becomes more 

important for investigating the superlattice peaks originated from displacement of anions, 

establishing the anion location and identification of the space group [Mitchell, 2002]. The 

low atomic scattering factor for oxygen makes anion disorder in perovskites very difficult to 

recognize by X-ray diffraction. Anion positions, bond lengths and displacement parameters 

are best determined by neutron powder diffraction [West, 1999, Mitchell, 2002]. 

Neutron diffraction patterns are characterised by major 111, 311,211, and 222 reflections 

due to the presence of close-packed layers of anions lying along {lll} and {lOa} planes, 

Figure 2.6.B. In neutron diffraction the 11 0 reflection is weak and 220 and 420 reflections 

are strong, which is in contrast with X-ray patterns [Mitchell, 2002]. 
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Figure 2.6. Calculated A) X-ray and B) Neutron diffraction patterns of 1) KMgF3 and 2) 

SrTi03 perovskite [Mitcbell, 2002] . 
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2.2.3. Electron Diffraction 

Electron diffraction plays a great role in the study of perovskites. Electron diffraction 

provides greater clarity for studying single domain data and weak cell doubling phenomena 

in perovskites in comparison with X-ray or neutron diffraction [Woodward et al., 2006]. 

Effects of structural changes in perovskites on their electron diffraction patterns have been 

comprehensively reviewed by Reaney and co-workers who extended Glazer's general 

diffraction rules by taking the dynamical nature of electron diffraction into account which 

can generate reflections forbidden by the space group but not by the point group symmetry 

[Glazer, 1972, Reaney et a1., 1994, Reaney, 1996]. 

Fundamental Reflections: 

Fundamental reflection patterns contain the simple cubic prototype reflections and they 

appear in diffraction patterns from every perovskite, Figure 2.7. All the <100>p type 

diffraction patterns are identical for an ideal perovskite and this is the same for the <110>p 

and <lll>p type diffractions [Woodward, 2004]. 
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Figure 2.7. Fundamental reflections in electron diffraction patterns oftbe cubic perovskite 

prototype, observed along the principal zone axes: a) [lOOjp, b) [llOjp, and c) [1 1 ljp 

[Woodward, 2004]. 

Superstructure Reflections: 

Structural distortions cause fundamental reflections to move relative to each other. However, 

when a distortion leads to multiplication of the unit cell additional spots appear in the 

diffraction pattern. Depending on the nature of the corresponding di tortion, their zone axis 

and locations relative to the fundamental spots change [Woodward, 2004] . 

Anti-phase tilting of the B06 octahedra causes the appearance of spots of type 'h {ooo}p 

(where '0' refers to an odd number) only in <lJO>p zone axis, only if the zone axis is not 

normal to the tilt axis, and not in <lOO>p or <J1l >p, Figure 2.8. From the 12 zone axes of 

type <1 JO>p the number of them exhibiting 'h {ooo}p reflections is used as an indication of 

the possible tilt systems and space groups although the preferred orientation of domains, 

especially if the perovskite has a particularly strained unit celI, can affect this, Table 2.2 

[Woodward,2004]. 
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Figure 2.8. Superstructure reflections arising from anti-phase tilting (grey spots) at l!J {ooo}p 

positions in a <IIO>p zone axis diffraction pattern [Woodward, 2004]. 

In-phase tilting of octahedra causes the appearance of spots of type l!J {ooe}p, where '0' refers 

to an odd number, in <IOO>p and <lll>p zone axis but not <llO>p, Figures 2.9 and 2.10 

[Woodward,2004]. 

With the introduction of other cell multiplication mechanisms in addition to tilting, 

identification of the tilt system and space group becomes more complicated as more than one 

type of distortion can result in one type of superstructure reflection [Mitchell, 2002]. 

Antiparallel shifts of the A-site cations result in the appearance of superstructure reflections 

which depend on the vectors of their displacements, their arrangements and the symmetry 

changes that are generated the type of reflections and the zone axes in which they appear 

[Woodward, 2004]. For example, the antiparallel arrangement of Pb2
+ ions in the PbZr03 

structure, discussed in the ionic displacement section, causes the presence of ±'I4(hkO)p h:j:.k 

reflections in a single direction in the [OOljp zone axis diffraction patterns. The structure of 

PbZr03 is discussed further in section 2.6.2. 
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Table 2.2. The relationship of the number of <llO>p zone axes exhibiting lf2 (ooo}p 

reflections with the tilt system [Woodward et al., 2006]. 

Tilt System No. of <llO>p zone axes 

exhibiting l!J (ooo}p reflections 

aVavav 0 

aUaue 8 

aUb b 10 

aaa 6 

aUb-e- 12 

abb 10 

abe 12 

Reaney et a1. illustrated that the onset of in-phase tilting in some perovskites is associated 

with the anti-parallel cation displacements that cause cell doubling in a <lOO>p direction 

which results in the presence of reflections of type l!J (hOO}p in some <lOO>p and <llO>p 

zone axis diffraction patterns [Reaney et af., 1994]. 

• • • • • 
• • • • • 001 110 

• • ot • • 010 

• • • • • 
• • • • • 

Figure 2.9. Superstructure reflections arising from in-phase tilting (grey pots) at l!J (ooe)p 

positions in a <lOO>p zone axis diffraction pattern [Woodward, 2004] . 
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Figure 2.10. In-phase tilting corresponding to a) tilt system aOaoc +, b) and c) more complex 

in-pbase tilt systems resulting in <lll>p zone axes diffraction patterns with superstructure 

reflections (grey) [Reaney et af., 1994, Woodward et al., 2006]. 
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2.3. (Anti)Ferromagnetism 

2.3.1. Magnetism 

Magnetism comes from the word "magnetite", Fe304, which is the first known magnetic 

material, but modem research on magnetic materials started with the invention of 

electromagnets (1825) following the great discovery of Oersted that an electric current 

produces a magnetic field. We can think of any magnet as being made up of a number of 

dipoles where the total moment of the magnet is the sum of the moments of its constituent 

dipoles. 

In inorganic solids, magnetism often results from inclusion of ions with unpaired d and f 

orbital electrons. Depending on the relative position and interaction of the magnetic ions, 

different types of magnetism can be revealed. The magnetic moment of an unpaired electron 

is quantified based on the electron spin and electron orbital motion, quantum mechanical 

parameters. Equation 2.3 shows the relationship between the spin quantum number, S, and 

the magnetic spin moment, /J" 

~s = gJS(S + 1) (2.3) 

where S is half the sum of unpaired electrons for an ion and g (-2.0) is the gyromagnetic ratio 

[FelTarelli,2008]. 

For inorganic solids, the effect of electron orbital motion, observed in free atoms and ions is restricted 

and often an adjustment of g is required. 
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2.3.2. Different Types of Magnetism 

Materials can be categorized based on their behaviour in a magnetic field and how the 

magnetic flux (;) changes when the material is in the field (observed state) with when it is 

not ( current state) so that the material adds to or substracts from the lines of magnetic flux 

due to the field, H. The relative quantity of ;observed and ;current are used to classify all the 

materials into 5 categories; diamagnetic (;observed < ;current), paramagnetic or 

antiferromagnetic (;observed> ;current) and ferrimagnetic or ferromagnetic (;observed » ;current) 

[Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 

The magnetization, M, is zero for empty space, very small and negative for diamagnetics, 

very small and positive for paramagnetics and antiferromagnetics and large and positive for 

ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetics. 

Generally magnetic scientists take H as the fundamental magnetic field which produces 

magnetization M in magnetic materials. Changes in flux density or induction, B, generates 

voltage through Faraday's law and magnetic properties of materials are characterized by the 

magnitude and sign of M and the way it varies with H and susceptibility x. 

Typical curves of M vs. H are linear for dia-, para- and anti-ferromagnetics under normal 

circumstances and show no magnetism in the absence of the field, Figure 2.11 a and b. The 

magnetization curve for ferro- and ferrimagnetics is nonlinear and X changes with H and 

reaches a maximum value defining saturation and hysteresis, Figure 2.ttc. As H goes 

toward higher values, magnetization becomes constant as it reaches the saturation value, Ms. 

Beyond saturation, M does not reduce to zero by removing the field. This phenomenon is 
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called hysteresis, a Greek word meaning "to lag behind" as the effect, M, lags behind the 

cause, H [Cullity and Graham, 2009] . 
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Figure 2.11. Magnetization curves of a) diamagnetics, b) paramagnetics/antiferromagnetics 

and c) ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetics [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 

The curve of induction B, vs. field, is also called a magnetization curve and the ratio of B to 

H is called permeability JI, Figure 2.12. This curve can be found more useful than the M/H 

curve. 

Permeability varies with the applied field and is strongly sensitive to purity, heat treatment, 

deformation and other structural factors. Magnetic behaviour of all substances can be 

categorized based on their values of X and f.1: 

• X = 0 and JI = 1, Empty space 

• X: small and negative and f.1 : slightly less than 1, diamagnetic. 

• X: small and positive and JI : slightly greater than 1, para- and antiferromagnetic. 

• X and f.1 : large and positive and functions of H, ferro- and ferromagnetic. 
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Figure 2.12. Ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic curves of a) B vs. H and b) Jl vs . H [Cullity and 

Graham, 2009]. 

Although magnetization stays constant after saturation, induction increases with increasing 

applied field and the slope of the curve is one beyond the saturation induction, Bs. The B vs. 

H curve from the demagnetized state to the saturation is the normal magnetization or normal 

induction curve, Figure 2.13. If H is reduced to zero after saturation has been reached in the 

positive direction, the induction in a ring specimen will decrease from Bs to Br, the residual 

induction. If the applied field then reversed the induction wiII decrease to zero when the 

negative applied field reaches He, coercivity. This is the revcrsc field needed to "coerce" the 

material baek to zero induction [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 
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Figure 2.13. Magnetization curves and hysteresis loops. Height of Mrelative to B is 

exaggerated [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 

2.3.3. Antiferromagnetisrn 

The theory of antiferromagnetism was developed mainly by Nee! [Neel , 1932]. 

Antiferromagnetic substances have a small positive susceptibility at all temperatures, but 

their susceptibility changes with temperature in an unusual way. In the e materials a the 

temperature decreases, susceptibility increases and would go through a maximum at a critical 

temperature called the Neel temperature (TN) above which the sub tance is paramagnetic and 

below which anti ferromagnetic, Figure 2.14 [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. Most but not all 

antiferromagnetics, which are more common than ferromagnetics, are ionic compound like 

oxides and sulphides. 
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The clue to understanding the behaviour of an antiferromagnet is in the way its susceptibility 

varies with temperature above TN as the material obeys a Curie-Weiss law but with a 

negative value of B. A plot of I1X -vs. T is a straight line above TN and this line extrapolates 

to a negative temperature at I1X = 0 , Figure 2.14. 

On a very localised scale, any tendency of a particular ionic moment to point in one direction 

is immediately counteracted by a tendency for the moment on an adjacent ion to point in the 

opposite direction and the exchange force is negative. As the randomising effect of thermal 

energy is low below TN, the tendency toward an antiparallel alignment of moments is strong 

enough to act even in the absence of an applied field. The lattice of magnetic ions then breaks 

up into two sublattices A and B with opposite moments, Figure 2.15. 

Below TN the antiparallel arrangement is stronger and at OK is perfect. At OK an 

antiferromagnetic consists of two sub lattices of magnetic ions with spontaneous 

magnetization in opposite directions in zero applied field causing the net spontaneous 

moment to be zero. In strong field however, the magnetisation is present. In contrast, a 

ferromagnetic material has a single lattice spontaneously magnetized with non-zero net 

moment irrespective of the applied field [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 

Neel temperature for antiferromagnetics plays the same role as Curie temperature for 

ferromagnetics, dividing the temperature scale into a magnetically ordered region below it 

and a disordered (paramagnetic) region above it. The analogies to ferromagnetism makes the 

term "antiferromagnetism" clearly appropriate. 
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Figure 2.l4. Schematic temperature dependence of susceptibility and inverse susceptibility 

for an antiferrornagnetic material where AF stands for anti ferromagnetic and P for 

paramagnetic [Cullity and Graham, 2009]. 
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A -0- ~ -0--
B --0- --0- --0-
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Figure 2.15. Antiferromagnetic arrangement of A and B sublattices [ ullity and Graham, 

2009]. 

Antiferromagnetism in perovskites is often observed if the compound contains elements with 

unpaired 3d and 4f electrons. In these materials exchange coupling cause atoms to adopt 

anti-parallel spins such that the macroscopic magnetic moment i zero. Antiferromagnetic 

ordering is observed below TN and can be recognized by appearance of 'magnetic bragg' 

peaks in neutron diffraction patterns [Mitchell, 2002J . 
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2.4. Ferroelectricity 

Many materials with perovskite structure exhibit ferroelectricity which is defined as the 

appearance of a spontaneous polarisation reversible by an applied electric field. 

Ferroelectricity is a subgroup of a wider group of materials known as pyroelectrics, which 

are a subgroup ofa group called piezoelectric [Jona and Shirane, 1962]. 

2.4.1. Dielectric Materials 

An electrical insulator that develops an electric polarisation when subjected to an applied 

electric field is a dielectric and developing a polarization in response to the applied field in an 

insulator is called 'dielectric behaviour'. An ideal dielectric has a polarisation independent of 

temperature with linear dependence on the applied electric field which with the removal of 

the field returns to zero. Paraelectric materials also develop electric polarisation with linear 

dependence on the applied electric field, but the polarisation is temperature-dependent. 

2.4.2. Pyroeledricity 

Pyroelectric crystals have a macroscopic polarisation, called the 'spontaneous polarisation' 

(Ps) which is the result of a net distance between the centres of the positive and negative 

charges in a unit cell. In a pyroelectric crystal, this displacement occurs along a unique polar 

axis. Spontaneous polarisation is normally temperature dependent and a change in charge 

flow can be detected when uniformly heating the material. This is called the 'pyroelectric 

effect' [Jaffe et aI., 1971]. 
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2.4.3. Piezoelectricity 

The development of an electric dipole with application of stress is called direct 

piezoelectricity whereas the development of strain with application of an electric field is 

converse piezoelectricity. All materials develop a strain when placed in an electric field, a 

phenomenon known as electrostriction, but this differs from the converse piezoelectric effect, 

as reversal of the field causes no change in the strain and hence electric field and strain are 

not directly proportional [Jaffe et aI., 1971]. 

All crystals are assigned a 'point group' defining their crystal symmetry and there are 32 

point groups. For a crystal to be piezoelectric, the point group must be non-centrosymmetric. 

A centro symmetric crystal will show no polar properties since a centre of symmetry results in 

compensations for any charge displacements within the lattice. There are 21 point groups that 

lack a centre of symmetry, one of which is symmetrically constrained in a way that it cannot 

be piezoelectric, cubic 432 [Nye, 1985]. All the other 20 groups are all piezoelectric of which 

10 are characterised by having a permanent electrical dipole moment, or a spontaneous 

polarisation, in the absence of a stress and therefore pyroelectric as well as piezoelectric 

[Moulson and Herbert, 1990, Sterianou, 2008]. 

2.4.4. Ferroelectricity 

A crystal is ferroelectric if it exhibits a spontaneous polarisation reversible by an applied 

electric field. This polarisation consists of unit cell dipole moments aligned in one direction 

with neighbouring columns of unit cells aligned in a parallel manner. Towards the end of the 

19
th 

century Rochelle salt, a medicinal crystal first prepared in the 17th century, was found to 
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exhibit piezoelectricity [Curie and Curie, 1880]. In 1921 Valasek revealed that the electric 

polarisation measured along the x-axis of the crystal was not linearly dependent on the 

applied electric field and the exact value of the polarisation was not uniquely defined by the 

applied field, but dependent also on its immediate history [Valasek, 1921]. 

The resultant graph of polarisation P, vs. applied electric field E, for Rochelle salt showed a 

loop defining the range of polarisation at a given field strength. This is referred to as a 

'dielectric hysteresis' loop where the tenn 'hysteresis' is used to describe the phenomenon of a 

fixed variable resulting in a range of pennitted values for a dependent variable [Moulson and 

Herbert, 1990]. Rochelle salt was thus shown to be neither dielectric nor paraelectric in 

behaviour. 

As in ferromagnets an applied magnetic field causes the fonnation of magnetic polarisation 

with a similar hysteresis effect, Valasek who had noted these similarities used the tenn 

'ferroelectricity' to describe the phenomenon he observed in Rochelle salt [Valasek, 1921]. 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the polarisation vs. electric field behaviour of a ferroelectric single 

crystal where the field is applied parallel with the direction of spontaneous polarisation. As 

the field strength increases, the polarisation response becomes constant as it approaches its 

saturation value PSAT. When the field is removed the polarisation does not return to zero but 

instead returns to a slightly lower value called the remnant polarisation Pro If a reverse field 

is applied, the polarisation decreases first to zero and then to the negative saturation value -

PSAT• The value of the field when polarization is zero is called the 'coercive field' Ec. which 

is the field required to depolarise the crystal. 

On cooling a polycrystaUine ferroelectric ceramic from high temperature through its 

ferroelectric T c each crystallite, or grain, will spontaneously polarise in a different direction. 
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The imposed stress to the ceramic creates a strain which is minimised by creating domains of 

different polarisation direction within the individual grain [Moulson and Herbert, 1990]. 

With a large enough electric field the polarisation of domains switches to other 

crystallographically identical orientations provided they have a larger component parallel 

with the applied field. 

The random orientation of domains in a ceramic makes it easier for some domains to align or 

switch. Because of the resistance to domain switching, the polarisation in a ceramic is not 

fully reversible with field. This remnant polarization tends to be around half the value for the 

single crystal. For a ferroelectric ceramic the polarisation does not change as sharply around 

Ee, due to the orientation-dependent switching of domains which makes the dielectric 

hysteresis loop different from that of the single crystal , Figure 2.17. 
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Figure 2.16. Dielectric loop of a ferroelectric single crystal [Moulson and Herbert, 1990]. 
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When domains are aligned and there is a net polarisation the ceramic is ' poled '. A poled state 

is an essential state if the ceramic is to be used for its ferroelectric or piezoelectric properties, 

Figure 2.18 [Moulson and Herbert, 1990] . 

On cooling a ferroelectric through Te two types of domains are generally observed: inversion 

and orientational often referred to as 1800 and 90° domains, respectively [Wonratschek and 

Jeitschko, 1976, Putnis, 1992]. Domain walls separate the domains and it is the motion of 

the domain walls under applied field which is key to understanding macroscopic ferroelectric 

and piezoelectric properties. 

For ferroelectrics, permittivity 1;" vs. temperature T, behaviour has a sharp maximum at Te. 

Above Te, permittivity follows the Curie-Weiss law, Equation 2.4: 

c 
I; =--

r T - To 

where C is a material constant and To is a temperature close to T c. 
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Figure 2.17. Dielectric hysteresis loop of BaTi03 ceramic [Moulson and Herbert, J 990]. 
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(8) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2.18. Two-dimensional illustration of poling a ceramic. a) Randomly oriented 

crystallites, b) Application of an electric field , E, causing 1800 switching of some domain 

orientations, c) Application of a larger electric field , cau ing 1800 and 900 switching of 

domain orientations and a change in macroscopic dimensions, d) 90° switching of domain 

orientations and destruction of macroscopic polarisation by applied stres F [Mollison and 

Herbert, 1990]. 
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2.4.5. Antiferroelectricity 

In some materials including perovskites the ions are displaced from the cubic pOSitions in a 

way that neighbouring ions have displacement vectors with opposite directions, i.e. 

antiparallel displacement. If the magnitude of the displacement vectors are equal making a 

fmal zero net polarization the material is called 'antiferroelectric', analogous to the term 

antiferromagnetic in magnetic materials [Woodward, 2004]. 

An antiferroelectric crystal is defined as a crystal whose structure can be considered as being 

composed of two sub lattices polarized spontaneously in antiparallel direction and whose 

ferroelectric phase can be induced by applying an electric field. When a low frequency AC 

field with suitable strength is applied, the reversal of spontaneous polarization in 

ferroelectrics result in a single hysteresis loop but in some antiferroelectrics (e.g. PbZr03 and 

NaNb03) results in a double hysteresis loop, Figure 2.19. This behaviour is not exclusive to 

antiferroelectrics and not all antiferroelectrics exhibit this double hysteresis loops. This 

behaviour also occurs when the structure exhibits ferroelectric-like behaviour as a result of 

the applied field. This is referred to as a field-induced phase transition [Moulson and Herbert, 

1990, Woodward, 2004]. 

With the application of an external electric field, displacements in an anti ferroelectric 

material can be switched to a parallel configuration but will revert to the antiparallel 

configuration on removal of the field. Figure 2.20 shows a summary of P vs. E behaviour for 

ferroelectric, anti ferroelectric and paraelectric materials. 
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Figure 2.19. Dielectric behaviour of an anti ferroelectric material, exhibiting field-induced 

ferroelectricity [Hatt and Cao, 2000]. 
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Figure 2.20. Typical hysteresis loops in paralectric, ferroelectric and antiferroelectric 

materials [Uchino, 1997]. 
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2.5. Bismuth Ferrite, BiFe03 

2.5.1. Structure of BiFe03 

BiFe03 was first synthesised in 1957 [Royen and Swars, 1957] and since then has been the 

subject of many investigations to reveal its structure and properties. BiFe03 is reported to 

have a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite structure, R3c, where Be+ ions are in the cubo

octahedral positions and Fe3+ ions are in the octahedral positions. It has parallel off-centre 

displacement of both Fe3+ and Be+ sublattices along the [l1l]p direction and an a-a-a- tilt 

system in which the Fe06 octahedra rotate in anti-phase about [lll]p direction. The resulting 

unit cell contains two formula units, Figure 2.21. The Bi3+ ions have a larger displacement, in 

comparison to the Fe3+ ions, along the [lll]p direction due to the active lone pair electrons in 

Be+ ions and this results in the oxygen being effectively fourfold coordinated to two Be+ 

ions and two Fe3
+ ions [Kiselev et at., 1962, Roginska.Ye et ai., 1966, Michel et ai., 1969b, 

Moreau et ai., 1971, Kubel and Schmid, 1990]. 

Figure 2.21a shows the relationship of the rhombohedral cell produced by a-a-a- tilting to the 

cubic cell. Although it is a rhombohedral perovskite, a,::::: "';2 ac ; a::::: 60°; V,::::: 2a/, with 

lattice parameters of a, = 5.637 A and a = 59.344° , BiFe03 is often described in a hexagonal 

unit cell, ah::::: -../2 ac ; Ch::::: 2-../3 ac ; Vh::::: 6a/, with the lattice parameters of ah = 5.5775(5) A 

and Ch = 13.8616(8) A, Figure 2.21b [Sosnowska et al., 1996, Mitchell, 2002]. 
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Figure 2.20. Rbombohedrally distorted perov kite structure ofBiFe03 which shows the anti

phase rotation of Fe06 octahedra along the [1 llJp direction and the displacement of cations 

relative to oxygen anions [Neaton et al. , 2005]. 

Figure 2.21. Relationship of the rhombohedral cell produced by 0 -0 -0- to cubic cell in a) 

rhombohedral unit cell and b) hexagonal unit cell [Mitchell , 2002] . 
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2.5.2. Properties of BiFe03 

F erroelectricity 

BiFe03 exhibits ferroelectric behaviour below the curie temperature of Tc - 830°C but the 

hysteresis loops of polarisation vs. applied electric field are not saturated, even at very low 

temperatures. However theoretical calculations suggest that the spontaneous polarisation is 

large due to the large displacements of the cations [Fedulov, 1961, Teague et al., 1970, 

Kumar et at., 1998, Neaton et aI., 2005]. Teague et a!. measured a spontaneous polarisation 

of 6.1 JlC cm-2 at 77 K along the <lJJ>p direction and concluded that for a distorted 

ferroelectric perovskite with such a high T c this measured polarization was unexpectedly 

low, around a tenth of what they expected from the atomic coordinates [Teague et aI., 1970]. 

However, recent studies on BiFe03 thin films have revealed that the spontaneous polarisation 

found in thin films is closer to the theoretical value and almost an order of magnitude larger 

than values measured for bulk ceramics [Wang et al., 2003, Yun et aI., 2004]. 

The T c was first measured via linear expansion and permittivity measurements to be in the 

interval 840 - 850°C [Krainik et ai., 1966] but recently differential scanning calorimetry, 

DSC, showed a more precise value of the phase transition at Tc = 836°C [Kumar et al., 

2000a]. 

On heating BiFe03 to temperatures above Te, the ferroelectric rhombohedral phase 

undergoes a transition to a paraelectric orthorhombic phase with a GdFe03-type structure 

exhibiting Pbnm space group with a + b -b- octahedral tilt system. This high temperature phase 
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has a unit cell of "2ac x "2ac x 2ac where ac ~ 4 A [Marezio et al., 1970a, Glazer, 1972, 

Arnold et aJ., 2009, Levin et al., 2010]. 

Antiferromagnetism 

Magnetic susceptibility measurement in 1963 showed that BiFe03 is antiferromagnetic below 

the Neel temperature of TN - 370°C [Smolenskii et al., 1963, Fischer et al., 1980] and 

neutron diffraction [Kiselev et aJ., 1963] revealed a G-type anti-ferromagnetic spin 

configuration where Fe3
+ ions have six nearest neighbours with anti-parallel spins. However 

in 1982 using high resolution neutron diffraction Sosnowska et a1. showed that the spin 

structure of BiFe03 is not satisfactorily described by G-type ordering and instead they 

suggested that the magnetic ordering follows a cycloidal spiral in the [1 JO}h direction with a 

period of A == 620 A and the (110)h spin rotation plane which is unusual for perovskites. 

According to Sasnowka et a1. BiF e03 exhibits week ferromagnetism at room temperature as 

a result of residual magnetic moments caused by canted spin magnetic structure [Sosnowska 

et al., 1982]. 

Magnetoelectricity 

The existence of both ferroelectric and anti ferromagnetic ordering makes BiFe03 a 

magnetoelectric material. However, it is a matter of great debate whether there is any direct 

coupling of electric and magnetic subsystems. The R3c space group allows a linear magneto

electric effect but this effect has not been observed in BiFe03, purportedly due to the space 
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modulated spin structure [Fischer et af., 1980, Kubel and Schmid, 1990, Sosnowska et af., 

1996]. 

Despite very limited evidence of direct coupling, the dependence of spontaneous 

magnetization and spontaneous polarization on the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, 

has created much interest for its use in applications in the field of information storage, 

sensors and electric field controlled ferromagnetic resonance devices and transducers with 

magnetically modulated piezoelectricity [Kanai et af., 2001, Fiebig et af., 2002, Hill, 2000, 

Wang et af., 2003]. 

2.S.3. Difficulties with BiFe03 

To realize the potential magneto-electric effect, the BiFe03 samples should have the 

following properties: 

• Exhibit low-leakage ferroelectric behaviour with reasonably large piezoelectric 

properties or, in general long-range ferroelectric order as the low resistivity makes it 

difficult to draw out the intrinsic ferroelectricity. 

The high leakage current mainly results from the valence fluctuations of Fe ions, 

volatilization of Bi ions, and the existence of secondary phases which can all be 

suppressed by optimizing the fabrication process orland making solid solutions based on 

bismuth ferrite [Kumar et aI., 2000a, Palkar et af., 2002, Fiebig, 2005, Uchida et af., 

2005, Das et af., 2006, Jun et at., 2007]. 
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• Display large remnant magnetization (or at least nonzero) or long-range 

ferromagnetic order or long-range canted anti-ferromagnetic order. The 

inhomogeneous spin structure cancels the macroscopic magnetization and prohibits 

observing the linear magnetoelectric effects. 

The spatially modulated, cycloidal spin structure can be suppressed by strain, high 

magnetic field, temperature, and making bismuth ferrite-based solid solutions. Also 

according to Shan-Tao Zhang et a1. the spin cycloids are correlated to the R3c space 

group of BiFe03 and as a result a structural phase transition might destroy the 

inhomogeneous spin structure [Sosnowska et al., 1982, Sosnowska et al., 1994, 

Sosnowska et aI., 2002, Pradhan et al., 2005, Bai et al., 2005]. 

If these problems remain unsolved then it is unlikely that BiFe03 will be used in many 

applications. 

Preparation of phase pure bismuth ferrite is reported to be difficult mainly due to the narrow 

temperature range of phase stabilization. Filip'ev et a1. reported that the samples fired at 

temperatures above 750°C contained Fe203, which was residual in the sample after Bh03 

volatilised [Filip'ev et al., 1960]. Bucci et a1. claimed that decomposition begins slowly at 

810°C and increases with temperature [Bucci et al., 1972]. At 870 °e, they reported that 

their samples had completely decomposed while a phase diagram of the Bh03 - Fe203 binary 

system made in 1965 had shown that BiFe03 is stable up to 930°C [Speranskaya et al., 

1965]. These conflicting reports demonstrate the complexity of processing BiFe03 whose 

instability is likely due to secondary phases which compete with the perovskite phase, such 
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as BhFe409 , BiI2(Bio.sFeo.s)OI9.s and BhsFe040 [Sosnowska et al., 1982, Kumar et al., 

2000a]. The most common techniques suggested to avoid secondary phases are: 

• Making solid solutions with other oxide perovskites [Smith et al., 1968, Kumar et al., 

2000b, Comyn et al., 2004, Stevenson et al., 2007]. 

• Leaching secondary phases with nitric acid [Filip'ev et al., 1960, Achenbach et al., 

1967]. 

• Rapid liquid phase sintering [Wang et al., 2004, Yuan et al., 2006b]. 

• Doping with rare earth elements [Zalesskii et al., 2003, Lee et al., 2006, Yuan and Or, 

2006b, Yuan et al., 2006a, Yuan and Or, 2006a, Yuan et al., 2007, Nalwa and Garg, 

2008, Nalwa et al., 2008b, Cheng et al., 2008b]. 

2.5.4. Doping of BiFe03 

Doping of BiFe03 often gives a beneficial effect on properties, such as an increase in 

dielectric constant, the decrease in the leakage current and the destruction of the space 

modulated spin structure. Rare earth cations are considered the most suitable substitutes for 

Bi3
+ ions as they can easily be accommodated in the structure. Partial substitution of Be+ 

ions by lanthanides has been shown to improve ferroelectric properties and magnetization. A

site substitution results in a unifonn canted anti-ferromagnetic ordering and reportedly 

increases magneto-electric interaction [Zalesskii et aI., 2003, Lee et al., 2006, Yuan and Or, 

2006b). 
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Rare earths and rare earth orthoferrite perovskites 

Rare earth oxides, RE20 3, are thennodynamically very stable [Aspinall, 2001]. The RE3
+ _02

-

bond is stronger than Be+ _ 0 2
- which enhances the stability of the perovskite phase 

minimizing the bismuth volatilization and reducing the number of oxygen vacancies [Palkar 

et a/., 2003 1. 

The perovskite structured RE orthoferrites, from LaFe03 to LuFe03, adopt the GdFe03-type 

structure with Pbnm space group. Throughout the Lanthanide series from La to Lu with 

increasing the atomic number the a and c parameters increase while the b parameter passes 

through a maximum for Gd [Mitchell, 2002]. Many research groups have investigated 

substituting RE ions for Bi in BiFe03 with many conflicting reports, e.g. 

Several research groups have reported that La substitution at Bi-site in BiFe03 eliminates the 

impurity phases and enhances the magnetoelectric coupling [Mathe et a/., 2002, Zalesskii et 

a/., 2003, Zhang et ai., 2006a, Zhang et 0/., 2006b, Das et ai., 2006, Jiang et al., 2006, Das et 

ai., 2007, Yuan et al., 2007, Ravinski et a/., 2007, Yoneda et 0/., 2007, Lin et a/., 2007, 

Cheng et ai., 2008a, Chena et af., 20081. There is general agreement that La enhances the 

magnetic properties by destroying the cycloidal spin structure as the compound transfonns 

from a R3c to an orthorhombic structure. There are also reports that the leakage current 

reduces [Cheng et 01., 2008a1, dielectric properties improve [Das et 01., 2006], piezoelectric 

coefficient can be measured [Yuan et af., 2007] and electrical polarization loop can be 

obtained [Cheng et ai., 2008a]. 
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Doping BiFe03 with Nd reputedly destroys the space modulated spin structure at - 20% as a 

result of structural transfonnation accompanied by better magnetization and some evidence 

of a ferromagnetic response at room temperature. The leakage current is reduced resulting in 

better ferroelectric properties and reportedly stronger magnetoelectric coupling near the TN. 

In addition, large piezoelectric coefficients have been reported [Mathe et al., 2004, Huang et 

al., 2006, Yuan and Or, 2006a, Yuan et al., 2006a, Huang et al., 2008, Pandit et al., 2009]. 

Doping BiFe03 with Sm on the Bi-site is reported to eliminate secondary phases and change 

the crystal structure. The latter results in destruction of the space modulated spin structure 

and improVed magnetic properties. Yuan and Or obtained a large piezoelectric coefficient 

and high remnant polarization suggesting the existence of long-range ferroelectric order 

while Nalwa et al. suggested Sm doping improves the polarization at the same time as 

increasing the leakage current [Yuan and Or, 2006b, Nalwa et al., 2008b, Nalwa and Garg, 

2008]. 

Reports on Gd-substituted bismuth ferrite have stated a decrease in the amount of impurity 

phases, decrease in TN to about 150°C, enhancements in magnetization with observation of 

ferroelectric and magnetic loops while the increased dielectric constant and decreased 

dielectric loss were strongly dependent on composition and frequency. There are no reports 
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on the structural phase transitions in these systems while some reports present evidence for 

both lattice constants a and c decreasing as the Gd3+ content increases [Fanggao et al., 2006, 

Hu et al., 2007, Uniyal and Yadav, 2008]. 

To prove that the changes in multiferroic properties on rare earth-substitution on Bi~site is 

originally a cation size effect, Mishra et a1. doped BiFe03 with a non~rare earth ion Y with an 

ionic radius similar to that of reported rare earths. They revealed compositionally driven 

structural changes and reduction of secondary phases along with considerable changes in 

dielectric, ferroelectric and magnetic properties of BiFe03. They reported a remarkable 

increase in macroscopic magnetization which they indicated was field dependant even at 

room temperature [Mishra et al., 2008]. 
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2.6. PZT solid solution and analogy with RE-doped BiFe03 

2.6.1. Lead titanate (PbTI03) 

Lead titanate was first fabricated in 1937 through solid state reaction of PbO and Ti02 across 

a range of temperatures [Cole and Espenshied, 1937]. However, at the time of discovery, it 

was not known to be a ferroelectric and it was not until extensive experiments by Shirane and 

co-workers in the 1950's that it became apparent that PbTi03 was a ferroelctric. These 

authors substituted Pb2+ for Ba2+ in barium titanate and observed that the ferroelectric 

properties were retained to higher temperatures as the amount of Pb2
+ increased [Shirane et 

al., 1950, Shirane and Suzuki, 1951]. 

PbTi03 has the same room temperature structure as barium titanate, tetragonal, but its degree 

oftetragonality is higher. It has a ferroelectric Curie temperature of Te- 490°C. The space 

group is Pm-3m above and P4mm below the Te. The lattice parameters are a = 3.894 A and c 

= 4.140 A and tetragonality of cia = 1.06 at room temperature [Shirane et al., 1950]. 

PbTi03 in ceramic form is hard to pole and often disintegrates under high DC fields 

[Mouison and Herbert, 1990). There are not many phases with energy of formation close to 

that of PbTi03 and phase pure preparation is therefore straightforward. It is also an ideal 

candidate to stabilise the perovskite phase in solid solutions with less stable end members 

[Eitel et al., 2001]. 
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2.6.2. Lead zirconate (PbZr03) 

PbZr03 was first fabricated in 1950 by Roberts [Roberts, 1950] and was shown by 

Sawaguchi et al. to undergo a phase transition from cubic paraelectric to an anti-ferroelectric 

orthorhombic structure, at about 230°C. It has anti-parallel arrangement of Pb2+ ions which 

results in a cell whose dimensions are approximately "2 ac x 2"2 ac x 2ac , a = 5.8820 A; b 

= 11.7830 A ; c = 8.2280 A, Figure 2.22. The space group symmetry is Pbam which arises 

from a combination of antiparallel displacements and an a-a-ao tilt system [Glazer et al., 

1993, Roberts, 1950, Sawaguchi et ai. , 1951 b, Roberts, 1951, Sawaguchi et af., 1951 a]. 

Figure 2.22. c axis view of PbZr03, illustrating the anti parallel displacements of the Pb2
+ ions 

(grey circles) in the a-b plane, responsible for antiferroclectricity in the crystal. The dashed 

box show the boundary of the unit cell in this plane [Woodward, 2004]. 
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2.6.3. PZT Solid Solution, Pb(Zrl _x Tix)03 

Shirane and Takeda [Shirane and Takeda, 1952] showed that by replacing up to 10 % of the 

Zr4
+ in PbZr03 with Ti4

+, a ferroelectric structure was obtained. This initial discovery 

ultimately led to the formation of the PZT phase diagram, Figure 2.23. 
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Figure 7.23. Phase diagram of the Pb(Zrl _xTix)03. The letters P, F and A refer to paraelectric, 

ferroelectric and anti ferroelectric phases respectively. The subscripts C, T, Rand 0 refer to 

cubic, tetragonal, rhombohedral and orthorhombic unit cells respectively [Jaffe et aI., 1971]. 

In addition to the antiferroelectric PbZr03 structure, there are two rhombohedral phases, of 

which one exists at high temperatures and is untilted with space group R3m and the other one 

at lower temperatures with an a-a-a- anti-phase tilt system and space group R3c. As Ti4
+ 
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concentration increases, the tolerance factor t, increases and at - 48% Ti a tetragonal 

structure is stabilised, similar to that of PbTi03 [Michel et al., 1969a, Jaffe et al., 1971, 

Woodward, 2004]. The phase boundary between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases is 

largely temperature independent and is referred to as the morphotropic phase boundary, 

MPB. 

2.6.4. Concept of this Research, 'RE-doped BiFe03: an analogy with PZT' 

To predict the behaviour of BiFe03 as a function of increasing RE concentration 

comparisons with other systems, such as PZT, are potentially useful. In PZT, when the larger, 

less polarisable Zr4
+ substitutes for Ti4+ ions, two key crystallochemical factors are affected: 

i) the tolerance factor decreases; and ii) the average polarisability of the ions within the 

structure decreases. A direct consequence of the decrease in polarisability is a decrease in 

ferroelectric T c. However, t simultaneously decreases resulting in an increase in the driving 

force for octahedral rotation. Initially, this results in a transition from R3m to R3c but 

ultimately an antiferroelectric, Pbam phase is stabilised for low Ti concentrations, < 6% 

[Michel et al., 1969a, Jaffe et al., 1971, Woodward, 2004]. 

Table 2.3 shows the t and space group symmetries of the end members for several BiFe03-

REFe03 solid solutions. From this data it is evident that in any given solid solution, as the 

RE concentration increases, there is a decrease in tolerance factor and average polarizability 

of the ions in the structure [Shannon and Prewitt, 1969, Shannon, 1993]. This situation is 

similar to that observed in PZT as a function of increasing Zr concentration and by analogy it 
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is postulated that an antiferroelectric structure may be stabilised within the (Bi,RE)Fe03 

family of materials. 

More trivially, as the RE concentration further increases, the solid solution will favour the 

orthoferrite, (a-a-c +, Pnma) rather than rhombohedral (a-a-a-, R3c) structure [Marezio et aI., 

1970b, Marezio et al., 1970a, Karimi et aI., 2009a, Karimi et al., 2009b]. 

The goal of the thesis is to establish a deep understanding of the structure property relations 

in RE doped BiFeOj and thereby determine whether the above hypotheses are correct. 

Table 2.3. Tolerance factor and apace group symmetry of bismuth ferrite and rare earth 

orthoferrites [Shannon and Prewitt, 1969, Karimi et al., 2009a]. 

Composition BiFe03 LaFe03 NdFe03 SmFe03 GdFe03 

Tolerance factor 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.91 

Average A-site 
6.12 5.5 5.01 4.74 4.37 

Polarisability 

Symmetry R3c Pnma Pnma Pnma Pnma 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Procedure 

3.1. Ceramic Processing 

3.1.1. Synthesis 

(Bh-xRex)Fe03 compositions, based on Table 3.1, were produced using Bh03 (99.9 %, Acros 

Organics), Fe203 (99.8 %, Alfa Aesar), La203 (99.99 %, Sigma Aldrich), Nd203 (99.9 %, 

Sigma Aldrich), Sm203 (99.9 %, Aeros Organics), and Gd203 (99.9 %, Acros Organics) as 

the starting materials. 

Table 3.1. Compositions 

REion x 

La3+ 0,5, 10, 15,20,25,30,35,40 

Nd3+ 0,5,10,15,17.5,20,25 

Sm3+ 0,5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5 

Gd3+ 0,5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 

After drying the oxides for 2 hours at temperatures listed in Table 3.2 , the appropriate 

powders were weighed out in stoichiometric amounts in batches of - 50 g to an accuracy of 

0.01 g and milled in a Union Process attrition miller Szegvari attritor type:B size:OlHD 

(Akron, Ohio) for 1 hour using 3 mm diameter Y 203-stabilised Zr02 milling media in 

propan-2-ol. The slurry was then dried at 80°C for a day and the powder was collected and 

ground with a pestle and mortar in order to pass through a 355 Ilm mesh sieve. 
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Mixed powders were reacted in air in a lidded Ah03 crucible for 3 hours at the optimum 

reaction temperature for each composition, which was 830 °e for undoped samples and 870 

°C for doped samples, with a heating rate of 2 °C per minute, The optimum reaction 

temperature was determined as the lowest temperature at which only the perovskite phase 

was present by X-ray diffraction or when the least amount of secondary phase was present. 

After reacting, the powders were allowed to cool to room temperature in the furnace. 

Table 3.2. Drying temperature of the raw material oxides 

Temperature Oxide 

soooe Bh03, Fe203 

900°C La203, Nd203, Sm203, Gd20 3 

Reacted powders were attrition milled for 0.5 hour before being dried, ground and sieved as 

before. Approximately 5 g of powder was uniaxially pressed into a pellet of 10 mm diameter 

and sintered, covered in the same powder, in air on a CaO-stabilised Zr02 tile covered with 

Pt foil, beneath an upturned alumina crucible. Pellets were sintered for 3 hours at 

temperatures of 850°C for BiFe03 without dopant, 960°C for La-doped compositions and 

920°C for other compositions. A heating rate of 2 °C per minute was used and after 

sintering the pellets were allowed to cool to room temperature in the furnace. The optimum 

sintering temperature was judged to be that at which the proportion of secondary phases was 

minimal and density> 95% theoretical. 
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3.1.2. Density Measurements 

Archimedes Bulk Density Measurement 

The density of fmal pellets was measured using the 'Archimedes' method following the 

Equation 3.1. Pellets were weighed on an Dertling R20 (London, UK) mechanical balance 

(Tokyo, Japan) to an accuracy of 0.0001 g. A thin piece of string was tied around the pellets 

and reweighed (m2) to the same accuracy. Pellets were then suspended in a small beaker of 

distilled water at a known temperature and their weight recorded (m3). Finally, the pellets 

were reweighed after drying and removing the string (m4). The principle of this method is 

that the difference between weights m2 and m3 is equal to the mass of water displaced by the 

pellet. By knowing the density of the water at the appropriate temperature, the volume of the 

pellet can be accurately determined. 

(3.1) 

Where: 

PH10 is the density of water at the experiment temperature (glmm3
). 

m] is the weight of pellet (g). 

ml is the weight of pellet plus the string (g). 

m3 is the weight of the pellet plus the string in the water (g). 

m4 is the weight of the pellet in air after removal from water (g). 

For each sintering temperature, a mean density and standard deviation was acquired. 
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Theoretical Density Calculation 

The theoretical density was calculated based on Equation 3.2 for each composition. [West, 

1999] 

_ mxZ 1027 Pt - X 
NAXVcell 

(3.2) 

Where: 

Pt : Theoretical density (kg/m3
) 

m : Molecular weight (g) 

Z : Number of formula units per unit cell 

NA : Avogadro constant (6.022141 X 1023 morl
) 

Vcell : Volume of the unit cell (A3
), obtained from the least squares fit from the XRD traces 

of powdered pellets. 
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3.2. Characterisation 

3.2.1. Particle Size Analysis 

Particle size analysis (PSA) was perfonned on the reactants, the milled mixed oxides 

immediately prior to reacting, and the milled reacted oxides immediately prior to pellet 

formation. A Coulter LS130 laser particle size analyser (Beckman Coulter Ltd., High 

Wycombe, Bucks, UK) was used to obtain a size distribution profile for each powder, based 

on the diffraction of a laser beam by the suspension of particles in the machine. The 

diffracted beam is focussed by a Fourier lens and the 'Fraunhofer' general optical model used 

to produce the size distribution. A small sample of powder was placed on a watch glass and 

stirred into a few drops of an aqueous solution containing 5 volume% of Dispex N40 (Allied 

Colloids Group PLC, Bradford, UK). This was transferred to a small beaker, filled with water 

and placed in an ultrasonic bath for a few minutes to break up agglomerates. The particle size 

analyser was filled with 1.5 litres of water and the sample added with a pipette until the 

particle concentration was deemed appropriate by the automatic control. Each run was 

performed for 90 seconds with sonication, and after each run, 20 ml of an aqueous solution 

containing 5 volume% of Dispex N40 was added as a deflocculant. The combination of 

deflocculant and sonication breaks up the agglomerated particles, and a more accurate 

distribution is approached. When the addition of Dispex caused a negligible change to the 

particle sizes, the distribution was deemed to be accurate. Excess deflocculant is known to 

cause re-agglomeration and the particle size distribution therefore is taken as the smallest d9(} 

value, 90 Vol% of particles less than this value. 
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3.2.2. X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used primarily to identify the phase assemblage of reactants, 

reacted powders and crushed sintered pellets. Pellets were crushed and ground to a powder 

with a pestle and mortar in acetone and treated as other powders. Powders were compressed 

into aluminium sample holders and placed in a Siemens 0500 diffractometer operating at 40 

kV and 30 rnA and exposed to Copper Ka radiation with a wavelength of A. = 1.540562 A. 

Hiltonbrooks software was used to rWI the diffractometer and the diffracted intensity 

measured in steps of 0.02 ° at a speed of 1 ° per minute across the 2a-range of 20° - 70°. The 

subsequent data was formatted and analysed using the computer program 'STOE WinXPow'. 

Where the XRD data were used to fit lattice parameters, the crushed pellets were mixed with 

silicon in a powder to silicon weight ratio of - 2: 1. The peak positions of the silicon (JCPDS 

card [27-1402]) were used to create a linear calibration polynomial. A refmement function in 

the WinXPow software was used to apply a least-squares fit to the calibrated peaks in order 

to obtain lattice parameters for a given crystal structure. 

3.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on the raw materials, reacted and 

milled powder and the final sintered pellets. Powder samples were prepared by scattering a 

small amount of powder over a sticky carbon pad, fixed to an Al stub. Excess powder was 

knocked off and the stub and powder was carbon coated using an Edwards 'Speedivac' 

model 12E6/1598 coating unit (Crawley, UK). 
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For characterization of sintered pellets, samples were broken in half, mounted on Al stubs 

with the broken surface upright. The flat surfaces of the pellets painted with Acheson 

electrodag 1415M silver paint (Acheson Colloids Co., Cannock, UK) before carbon coating. 

Samples were examined with a lEOL JSM6400 (Tokyo, Japan) operating at 10-20 kV. The 

microscope was equipped with an INCAx-sight energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) X-ray 

detector (OXFORD Instrument, UK), which was used to collect spectra. Spectra were 

processed using INCA software in order to obtain qualitative chemical analysis of the 

sample. 

3.2.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study grain boundary and domain 

morphologies. Further structural data was obtained using electron diffraction. Pellets were 

mounted on a grinding disc using a heat sensitive resin and both sides ground with silicon 

carbide paper to a final thickness of - 30 ~. A 3.05 mm diameter copper ring with a I mm 

diameter aperture was attached to the section with Devcon epoxy resin (Wellingborough, 

UK). A Gatan dual ion mill 600 model (pleasanton, California, USA) operated with an 

accelerating voltage of 6 kV at a combined gun current of 0.6 rnA and at an incidence angle 

of 12° orland 15° was used to mill the samples to perforation. Samples were initially 

examined using a Philips EM420T (Eindhoven, Holland) microscope operating at 120 kV. 

However, the high density of many samples meant that this microscope was of limited 

usefulness and instead a Philips EM430T (Eindhoven, Holland) operating at 130 kV, was 

used to examine samples where greater sample penetration was required. 
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Simulations of electron diffraction patterns were created using CaRine Crystallography 3.1 

software with the relevant structural parameters obtained from published data. 

Temperature dependent in-situ diffraction patterns are courtesy of Dr. Ysong Han and Dr. 

Shu Miao. 

3.2.5. Neutron Diffraction 

Neutron Diffraction data was collected on POLARIS located on beamline N7 at the ISIS, 

Didcot, UK. POLARIS which receives a polychromatic beam of neutrons from the ambient 

temperature water moderator, as part of collaboration with Dr. T. Comyn, The University of 

Leeds. Sample position is 12.0 m from the moderator and the incident and transmitted 

neutron flux is monitored by two low frequency glass scintillator detectors positioned about 

4m and 2.5 m before and after the sample position. POLARIS characteristic information is 

listed in Table 3.3 [ISIS, 2009]. 

During data collection powder samples, crushed sintered pellets, were held in thin walled 

75mm long cylindrical vanadium sample cans with 11mm diameters. The sample cans were 

mounted on a 'candlestick' so that the centre of the sample is 314mm from the lower face of 

the aluminium plate on the candle stick, Figure 3.1. 

The maximum beam dimensions at the sample position are 40mm high x 20mm wide. 

POLARIS detectors are arranged into four separate banks reffered to as A at very low angles, 

B at low angles, C at 29-90° and D at backscattering angles, Table 3.4 [ISIS, 2009]. 
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Table 3.3. Characteristics of POLARIS neutron diffractor in ISIS [ISIS, 2009). 

Beamline 

Moderator 

Sample position 

Incident wavelength 

Incident energy 

Beam size at sample 

Data acquisition 

31 4mm 

N7 

316K H20 poisoned at 1.5 cm 

12.0 m from moderator 

0.1 - 6.0 A 

20meV-10eY 

4.0 cm (height) x 2.0 cm (width) 

Digital Alphastation 500/266 

neutron beam 
-- - - -- centre line 

Figure 3.1. Sample alignment on POLARIS 'candle tick ' [ mith and Hull , 2009). 
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Reitvield Refinements were performed by Dr. Igor Levin, NIST, USA using GSAS software 

package [Larson and Dreele, 2004]. The SARAh software was combined with GSAS for 

symmetry·constrained magnetic· structure refmements [Wills, 2000]. 

Table 3.4. POLARIS detector configuration [ISIS, 2009]. 

Bank position Very low angle Low angle 90 degrees Back 

(Label) (A) (B) (C) scattering (E) 

Type ZnS scintillator 
3He gas 

ZnS scintillator 
3He gas tubes 

tubes (Yl") (I ") 

No. of detectors 80 80 216 58 

26 range 13° - 15° 28° - 42° 85° - 95° 130° - 160° 

3.2.6. Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman Spectroscopy was used to investigate the short-range structural features in contrast to 

the average range structural features examined with X -ray and Neutron diffraction 

techniques. Renishaw InVia micro-Raman spectrometer was used to collect data from the 

polished surfaces of pellets. This spectrometer has five major parts as shown in Figure 3.2, 

including: excitation source, illumination of the sample and scattered light collecting system, 

sample stage, spectrograph or monochromator, and the detection system made of a detector, 

an amplifier and an output device [Gouadec and Colomban, 2007]. A more detailed diagram 
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of different components of a Raman Spectrometer is shown in Figure 3.3 [Ferraro et al., 

2003]. 

0CDrizcd XYZ .. 
Figure 3.2. Principle of a conventional micro-Raman spectrometer [Gouadec and Colomban, 

2007]. 

Unpolarised Raman spectra were excited with the 514.5 nm line of an AI laser and recorded 

in back scattering geometry. Laser power of 4 mW was focused on a -2 !lIll spot. The 

spectral resolution was - 1 cm -). A single-stage spectrograph, charge-coupled device detector 

and several types of filters were used to detect and filter the signal. The system was 

calibrated using Si spectra, at room temperature. For in-situ cooling and heating experiments, 

samples were placed in a Linkam cell (THMS600 Stage Linkam Scientific Instruments Ltd., 

8 Epsom Downs Metro Centre, KT20 5HT, England). A TMS 94 temperature programmer 

was used to set the required heating/cooling cycles and the spectra were taken in the 100-

1000 cm- I range at 10°C interval with the temperature stability of better than ± 1 0c. 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of components of a Raman Spectrometer in more detail 

[Ferraro et aJ., 2003]. 

3.2.7. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a Netzsch DSC 404 C Pegasus 

controlJed by a Netzsch Proteus software. Measurements were carried out in an air 

atmosphere with a constant cycle to remove volatile species from the furnace. Heating and 

cooling were carried out at 20°C min-I. Alumina crucibles were used with an empty crucible 
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serving as the reference. The sample crucible contained enough powder to fully cover the 

bottom of the crucible, about 40-50 mg weighed to 0.01 mg accuracy. 

DSC is generally used to investigate structural phase transitions in materials by recording the 

heat input/output by comparing the energy required to maintain the sample and the reference 

at a set temperature. In a DSC there are two separate heating stages for the sample and the 

reference. For a sample with no thermal events the two stages will require the same amount 

of energy. However, if the sample undergoes and exothermic event the heating stage would 

require less energy than the reference stage needs to maintain the same temperature [West, 

1999, Donovan, 2009]. 

3.2.8. Dielectric Measurements 

Surface of disc-shaped pellets were coated with gold paste (T-I0112, Metalor Technologies 

UK Ltd., Birmingham, UK). The gold coat was then sintered at 800°C for 2 hours. A LCR 

meter (Model 4284A, Hewlett Packard) was used for capacitance and tano measurements. 

Measurements were carried out from temperature close to room temperature up to 830°C 

with a heating rate of 1 °c min-I with temperature, capacitance, and tano measured every 60 

s. Capacitance values were converted to relative permittivity values using Equation 2.1. 

[Mouison and Herbert, 1990] 

E - ext 
r-

Eo XA 

Where: 

(2.1) 
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c: is capacitance (F). 

t: is thickness of the disc shaped pellet (m). 

A: is area of the disc surface (m2
). 

Eo: is the permittivity of free space 8.85419 x 10-12 (F/m). 

3.2.9. Magnetic Measurements 

89 

Magnetic measurements are courtesy of Dr. Igor Levin, NIST, USA. Variable field and 

temperature magnetic measurements were performed on sintered pellets using a Quantum 

Design superconducting quantum interference device vibrating sample magnetometer 

working within the filed range of +5570 kAlm = 70000 Oe to -5570 kAlm and temperature 

range of 300 to 1000 K. The device is equipped with a sample oven that extends the 

maximum operating temperature to 1000 K. Before each variable-temperature scan the 

sample was first subjected to a strong magnetic field of 70000 Oe and the field was then 

reduced to a selected value [Levin, Karimi and co-workers. 2010]. 
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Chapter 4: Raw Materials and Processing 

4.1. Characterisation of Raw Materials 

4.1.1. Bismuth (III) Oxide, Bil 03 

Bismuth oxide, Bh03, purity 99.9 %, was supplied by Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) with 

the manufacturer's assay listed in Table 4.1. The Bh03 powder is yellow and composed of 

plate-shaped particles with a mean diameter of 5 J1m and d90 - 9 J1m, Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 

The particle size distribution curve suggests a bimodal distribution of particles with the 

higher peak representing the plate-shaped particles and the lower peak representing sub

micron fragments. XRD and SEM (EDS) showed no impurity phases and the XRD pattern 

was fully indexed against the monoclinic a-Bh03 (leDD card [41-1449]). 

Table 4.1. Manufacturer's assay for Bh03. 

BI103 

Loss on drying 0.01 % 

4.7 ppm 

CI < 10 ppm 

804 < 10 ppm 
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Figure 4.1. a) SEM image and b) particle size distribution for BhO) powd r. 
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Figure 4.2. XRD trace ofBh03, indexed again tID card [41 -1449] . 

4.1.2. Iron (III) Oxide, FeZ03 

Iron (III) oxide, Fe20), with +99% purity, was upplied by Alfa A ar (Ma a hu, etts, 

USA). The manufacturer's assay is listed in Table 4.2. The ez ) p wd r ha a d ep r d 

colour and is made of agglomerates exceeding 100 /lm in diam t r, igur 4. . 
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Table 4.2. Manufacturer's assay for Fe20 3. 

Moisture 0.25 wt% 

Water soluble salts 0.07 wt% 

Particle size analysis gave a mean diameter of 1 Jlm and d90 - 2 Jlm and indicated that thc 

primary Fe203 particles are sub-micron in diameter. However, the large agglom rates 

persisted, even with the addition of large volumes of deflocculant. No impurity pha c were 

observed in the XRD traces, Figure 4.4, which was indexed succcssfully again t 

rhombohedral Fe203 with ICDD card [33-664]. 

4 

b) 
~ 
CI) 2 ] 
0 
;> 

0 
0.1 10 

Figure 4.3. a) SEM image and b) particle size distribution for C2 wd r. 
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Figure 4.4. XRD trace ofFe203, indexed against the hematite structure, ICDD card [33-664]. 

4.1.3. Lanthanum Oxide, Laz03 

La203, purity 99.99 %, was supplied by Sigma Aldrich Company Ltd (Dorset, UK) and the 

manufacturer's assay is listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Manufacturer's assay for La203. 

LaZ03 

Trace Metal Analysis ~200.0ppm 

Ba, Ce, Fe, Nd, Pr, Th, 

Tm,V,Y,YB 
ppm 

La203 is a white powder consisting of agglomerates of micron and submicron sized primary 

particles, Figure 4.5. Particle size analysis gave a particle size distribution with a mean 
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diameter of 10 !lID and d90 - 20 !l1Il. It wa concluded therefore, that the aggl m rate 

persisted, even with the addition of large volume of d nocculant. 

6 

b) 

o 
0.4 4 

Particle Diameter 

40 

Figure 4.5. a) SEM image and b) particle wdcr. 

No impurity phases were ob erved in the XRD trac , Figur 4.6, which uld b inde d 

successfully against hexagonal La203 (I DD card [ 3- (344)). 

011 

100 
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29 (Degrees) 

Figure 5.6. XRD trace of La203, indexed again t th 

1344]. 

40 
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50 

'urd [ -
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4.1.4. Neodymium Oxide, Ndz0 3 

Nd20), purity 99.90 %, was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich ompany Ltd (Dor ct, UK) and 

Table 4.4 shows the manufacturer's assay. 

Table 4.4. Manufacturer's assay for Nd2 3. 

Ndz03 

Trace Rare Earth Analysis ~ 2000.0 ppm 

Mg, Vb ppm 

Nd20) is a light grey-blue powder that appears highly agglomerat d, Figure 4.7. Even with 

the addition of a large volume of deflocculant the mean particle ize did not de rca e to < 7 

~m with d90 ~ 14~m. No impurity were observed in the XRD trace , igure 4. , whi h were 

indexed successfully against hexagonal Nd20 ) (I DO card [74- 1147]). 

b) 
6 

~ 4 
Q,I 

6 
= Q 2 

;> 

0 
0.4 4 40 

01) 

Figure 4.7. a) SEM image and b) particle ize di tribution ~ r Nd2 3 P wdcr. 
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Figure 4.8. XRD trace ofNd203 , indexed again I the I DD card [74-1 147]. 

4.1.5. Samarium Oxide, Sm20 3 

Sm203, purity 99.9 %, was supplied by Aero Organic (Geel, B Igium) . Table 4.5 how the 

manufacturer's assay, Sm20 3 is a cream-coloured powder comp ed aggl meral d fin 

primary particles (10 /lm diameter), Figure 4.9. 

Table 4.5. Manufacturer' s a ay for m 2 ). 

Sm203 

Trace Rare Earth Analy i $2000.0 ppm 

Na, Cs, Th, a, r, Ba, Y, 

Tb, Ti , Zn, La, AI, , r, ppm 

Pb, Pr, Bi, Fe, Vb 
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o 
0.4 40 

Figure 4.9. a) SEM image and b) particle ize di tributi n for m 2 wder. 

Particle size analysis revealed a mean diameter of 5 ~m and d90 - II ~m . No impurity p ak 

were found in the XRD which is indexed according to a mixture of man linie and eubi 

Sm203 (ICDD cards [74-1807] and [70-2642] , re pectively), Figur 4.10. 

~ 
'r;; 
I: 
~ -I: -

$ 

25 

$ 

35 

$ 

45 

2 e (Dcgrc ) 

Figure 4 .10. XRD trace ofSm203, indexed again t the man tin • (I 

and cubic $ (I DD card [74-1 07]) tru ture '. 

ard p -2642]) 
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4.1.6. Gadolinium Oxide, Gd203 

Gd20 3, purity 99.9 %, was supplied by Acros Organic ( el, Belgium) with manufacturer' 

assay listed in Table 4.6. Gd20 3 came as a white powder compo ed f ub id particle, 

Figure 4.11. XRD traces were indexed according to cubi ymm try,l 00 card [43- 101 4] 

with no impurity peaks, Figure 4.12. Particle ize analy i onfinn d th mall ize of 

particles observed by SEM, Figure 4.1 1, giving a mean diamet r of 2 ~m and d90 - 5 ~m . 

Table 4.6. Manufacturer ' 

Trace Rare 

Na, K, Rb, 

Ag, Ba Y, Th, Hf, La, Oy, 

B, AI, e, Ho, i, W, Pb, ppm 

Pr, Er, Mn, Re, Nd, Tm, e, 

b) 
4 

2 

o 
0.4 4 40 

Figure 4.11 . a) SEM image and b) parti 
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Figure 4.12. XRD trace of Gd20 3, indexed again t cubi tnt tur with I D ard [43- 1014]. 
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4.2. Ceramic Processing 

4.2.1. Reaction of Raw Materials 

All batched oxides were attrition milled for I h prior to reacti n which led I a much mailer 

size and distribution of the reactants particles listed in Table 4.7. All the milled/mixcd 

powders showed a similar particle size distribution in the range, 2-6 11m, con idcrably 

smaller than the size distribution of the tarting raw material . mailer particle are d irable 

for making single-phase dense and homogenou ceramics at lower temperature. 

Table 4.7. Particle size of mixed oxide in Bit _x RExFe03 en aft r I h ur ofanriti n 

milling before reacting. 

Bil _xLaxFe03 Bil _xNd FcOJ Bi l _x m F 0 3 Bi l _ d 3 

X d90 (11m) x d90 (11m) x d90 (11m) x d90 (11m) 
-

0 3 0 3 0 3 0 

5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 

10 5 10 6 10 4 7.5 4 

15 2 15 4 12.5 6 10 6 

20 4 17.5 5 15 4 12_5 

25 3 20 6 17.5 3 15 5 

30 2 25 4 20 2 20 -
40 4 

The reaction temperatures for undopcd and RE d p d comp iti n w r 8 0 0 and 8 o 

respectively. These temperatures were detcrmin d by undertaking a syst mati rca ti n tudy 
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in the range of 780-900 0c. The optimum temperature was taken a the lowe t reaction 

temperature at which only the target phase was pre ent by XRD or when the lea t amount of 

secondary phase was present with the caveat that the re ultant powder wa soft enough n t to 

cause difficulty with further processing. 

The weight losses encountered during the reaction arc Ii ted in Table 4 .. The weight 10 

was assumed to be associated with the volatilisation of BhO in addition to the 10 of 

absorbed water. The latter mechanism icon i tent with the higher weight 10 a 0 iated 

with the more hygroscopic composition of the La-doped serie . 

Table 4.8. Weight loss for reacted powder in the Bi l • R xFc 3 eri 

Bil_xLaxFe03 Bi l _ NdxFeOJ Bi l _ m FC03 Bi •. d,FcOJ 

x Weight loss % x Weight loss % x Weight loss % x Wight 10 % 

0 0.0] 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.01 

5 0.0] 5 0.01 5 0.01 5 0.01 

10 0.0] 10 0.01 10 0.03 7.5 0.01 

15 0.03 15 0.02 12.5 0.02 10 0.01 

20 0.03 17.5 0.02 15 O. 2 12.5 0.01 

25 0.04 20 0.03 17.5 O. 2 15 0.01 

30 0.04 25 0.03 20 . 2 

40 0.05 

Following the reaction, all powder were attrition milled fI r 0.5 h ur t blain a mor 

homogenous fine particle size ready t pr into p lIet . Th ro ult nt parti Ie ize arc 

listed in Table 4.9. 
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To provide more information on the nature of the reaction, differential thermal allaly i wa 

performed on mixed raw oxide in the Bil _xNdxFeO) 0 $ x $ .25 ystem with a heating and 

cooling rate of 2 °C per minute, Figure 4.13. For RE doped ample, harp peak were 

observed at ~300 °C on cooling, Figure 4. \3b. Th origin of the peak i unknown. For 

undoped samples, there is a small but harp endothennic and oth rmi peak at ~ 20 0 In 

the heating and cooling trace, respectively, which may corre pond to the ferr electri T,. 

Table 4.9. Particle sizes of reacted compo ition after I hour of attrition milling. 

Bh -xLaxFe03 Bi l_ NdxFeO) Bi l_x m Fe03 Bi,_ Gd FeO) 

x d90 (11m) x d90 (11m) x d90 (~lm) x d90 (11m) 

0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 

5 4 5 4 5 4 5 

10 4 10 2 10 4 7.5 3 

15 3 15 3 12.5 10 2 

20 3 17.5 3 15 12.5 

25 2 20 3 17.5 15 3 

30 2 25 2 20 2 . -
40 3 

The weaker and broader peak to the lell of th harp pc k may indicate the fI rm ti n or 

BiFeO). Other peaks at higher temperature in the Bi e , TA Ira s m st pr bably relalC 

to the fonnation of secondary phase. At a out 9 0 0 ,Bi C 1 d ompos's t Bi2 '4 9 and 

liquid phase while the decompo ilion of Bi2F 4 9 take place at about 9 0 0 r p'ran kaya 

et 01., 1965]. The heating and cooling trace of R -·doped amp ilion , c.g. Bio.KsNdo I~F 

in Figure 4.l3a are largely featurclc in compari on with thaI of BiFc 1. e hibiting nly 
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broad peaks barely detectable above the background (e.g. at - 700 °C). This suggests that the 

reaction is slower for undoped compositions and also that Tc is more diffuse, consistent with 

the incorporation of the more refractory RE oxide in the lattice. 

a) Heating 

--Nd 15% 

o 300 600 900 

Temperature (0C) 

b) 
Cooling 

--BiFe03 

Nd 10% 

Nd 15% 

Nd 20% 

Nd 25% 

50 250 450 650 850 

SampleTemperature (0C) 

Figure 4.13. a) Heating and b) Cooling DT A traces of mixed raw oxides in the Nd-doped 

series. 
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4.2.2. Sintering of Pellets 

Following the milling of reacted powder, pellets were uniaxially pre ed and intered at the 

temperatures listed in Table 4.10. These were dctermined after performing intering 

experiments in the range 830-980 °e aiming for the highc t density at which econdary 

phases were absent or minimised. The results of the intering tudy for BiFe 3 and 

Bio.85Ndo.lsFe0 3 are presented in Figure 4. 14. Weight 10 of the peIlct after intering wa 

negligible (- 0.01 %). For undoped ample, the highe t den ity wa achiev d at 70 ° but 

such high temperatures resulted in a greater fraction of econdary pha e in compari on to 

ceramics sintered at 850 °e. For this rea on, 50 ° wa cho en a the intering temperature 

for the fabrication of un doped BiFe03 ceramic. 

Table 4.10. Optimum intering temperature for di fferent dopant per entage . 

Temperature (OC) La% Nd% m % d % 

850 0 0 0 0 

900 5 5 5 5,7.5. 10 

930 10, 15 10, 15,17.5,2 10, 12.5, IS, 17.5,20 12.5, 15 

960 20,25, 30 25 - -
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Figure 4.14. Relative density vs sintering temperature for BiFe03 without dopant and with 

15% Nd. 

Figure 4.1S shows the XRD traces of the crushed intered pellet in the erie Bi ).xNdxFe03. 

BiFe03 could be indexed according to the required rhombohedral phase, howevcr, econd 

phases were invariably present despite repeated attempt to improve the pro e ing and 

modify the sintering temperatures. Second phases such a BiFe20 4 and Bi-rich illenite ar 

commonly observed in the fabrication on BiFe03 19 2]. d 

concentration increases, the fraction of secondary pha decrca e and all c mpo ition with 

x > O.S were single phase within the detection limit of XRD. omp ition with x<O. IS 

could be indexed with a rhombohedral tructure, 0. IS:Sx<0.25 orthorhombic and x~0.25 

orthorhombic with the GdFe03 structure [Karimi t 01., 2009]. The e re ull will b 

discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.15. XRD traces of crushed sintered pellets for Nd-doped BiFe03 indexed ba ed on 

BiFe03 Rhombohedral structure [71-2494], PbZr03-Like Orthorhombic tructure [70-4844] 

and NdFe03 Orthorombic Structure [74-1473]. 

SEM images of sintered pellets of BiFe03 and Bio.85Ndo.15Fe0 3 arc pre ent d in Figure 4 . 16 

and 4.17, respectively. The BhFe409 and Bi25Fe04o, evident in the XRD tra for BiFe 3 

(Figure 4.15) are also seen in the SEM images, Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16. SEM images of BiFe03 howing a) th main pha e and th bi muth ri h 

secondary phase, indicated with the white arrow and b) the g neral compa In of th 

grain . 

Figure 4.17a shows a back scattered imag of poli hed urfa f BioHsNdo.ls 1. m 

porosity is present but there is no evidence of e ndary phn e . . igure 4. l7b h ws the 

grain size within the bulk of a pellet of Bio. sNdo.ls C 

showed smaller grain size. 

In g n r I, R d p d r mi 

Figure 4.) 7. SEM images taken fr m a) the p lish d urf: , nd b) th bulk (fr tured 

urface) ofa pellet with mp iti n iO. ~5Ndo. l ~ ,. 
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4.3. Summary 

Ceramics of BiFe03 and RE-doped BiFe03 were successfully fabricated. BiFe03 contained 

some second phases, e.g. BiFe204, but for compositions with x > 0.05 all ceramics were 

single phase. All ceramics could be fabricated with > 95% theoretical density. 
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Chapter 5: Results 

5.1. X-ray Diffraction 

5.1.1. Undoped BiFe03 

Single phase BiFe03 could not be obtained in the present study irrespective of the reaction 

time and temperature. Secondary phases, indexed as BhFe409 (ICnn card [25-90]) and 

sillenite, BhsFe040 (ICnn card [46-416]), were always visible in the XRD spectra but their 

volume fraction varied with reaction temperature, Figure 5.1. Although 850°C gave the 

lowest volume fraction of secondary phases (Figure 5.1.1), the resulting powders were 

partially densified and difficult to regrind and pelletise. Consequently, a reaction temperature 

of 830°C was chosen followed by sintering at a higher temperature. Figure 5.1.2 compares 

the XRD spectra from crushed pellets of samples reacted at 830°C and then sintered at 850 

°c and 870°C. Consistent with the reaction study (Figure 5.1.1), samples sintered at 870°C 

showed qualitatively more second phase than those sintered at 850°C, Figure 5.1.2. 
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Figure 5.1.1. XRD traces ofBiFe03 reacted at different temperatures. 

For further study therefore, all undoped BiFe03 ample were reacted 3 hour at 30 ° and 

sintered 3 hours at 850 °C to fonn den e pellets. econd pha e are commonly ob erved in 

BiFe03 ceramics [Sosnowska et aI., 1982]. Valant and co-worker [Valant e/ al. , 2007J have 

suggested that second pha e may be eliminated by the u e of up r-pure raw material and 

careful contol over reaction and sintering temperature. th r r search r have utili ed 

different techniques including leaching to remove unwanted cond pha e afler reaction but 

prior to sintering [Achenbach et al., 1967, Filip'ev el at. , 1960] . More ollen however, 

substitutions on the A and B-sites have generally becn reported to enhanc tI1C tability of th 

perovskite pba e [Comyn et aI., 2004, teven on e/ al. 2007, Woodward I at. , 200 ]. 

Woodward et a1. demonstrated that 10% PbTi03 ubstituted for BiF 3 eliminat d c nd 

phase peaks from XRD traces [Woodward et al., 2003]. imilar impr m nt to pha 

purity have been reported for the substitution of Bi by R ion [ heng / 01., 200 a, h ng 

et aI. , 2008b, Lee et aI. , 2006, Nalwa and Garg, 200 , Nalwa e/ al. , 200 , Yuan and r, 
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2006b, Yuan and Or, 2006a, Yuan et al., 2006, Zalesskii el al., 2003]. ince the goal of the 

project was to establish structure-property relation in RE-doped BiFe03, no further effort 

were made to improve the phase purity of the Bi end member. 

J 
* • 

-"-- * 
l~ 110 

012 * * * * 

:w 30 29 (Degrees) 40 

• • 

Temperature 
(0 C) 

-850 
8 0 

* • 

50 

Figure 5.1.2. XRD traces of crushed pellet of BiFe03 intered at different temperature . 

5.1.2. RE-Doped BiFe03 

Figure 5.1.3 shows the XRD traces for cru hed sintered pellet of compo ition in the (Bi, _x 

REx) Fe03 where, RE = La, Nd, m, or Gd with 0 :s x :s O. erie . en rally f, r :s 0 .1 in 

all series, seeond phase peaks, attributed to Bi or Fe-rich pha e , Bi2Fe409 and Bi2 Fe 40, 

were routinely observed. However, for x ~ 0.1, all peak in the XRD trace w r attributed to 

perovskite-structured phases. For ample doped with 10% La, d or m all peak w re 

indexed according to the R3c cell ofBiFe03 [Michel el al., 1969]. 

For 15% :s La :s 30%, 15% :S Nd :s 20% and m 15% a new pha appeared wh peak 

could be indexed according to an orthorhombic PbZr 3-1ike tructur [Karimi el 01., 2009a, 
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Karimi et al., 2009b]. For Gd-doped compositions, some pcak in ceramic with 7.5% :s Gd 

:s 15% may also be attributed to the new PbZr03-1ike structure but ingle pha c wa not 

observed at room temperature [Karimi et aI., 2009a]. 

a) 
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o 

Figure 5.l.3 . XRD traces of crushed pellets with compositions (Bil _xREx)Fe03 where RE = a) 

La, b) Nd, c) Sm and d) Gd. First presented in [Karimi et al., 2009a). 

A direct comparison of the new PbZr03-like structure with the XRD trace of PbZr03 i 

shown in Figure 5.1.4a. The traces do not overlap since the fundamental p eudocubic lattice 

ofPbZr03 (- 4.1 A) is much larger than that ofBiFe03 (- 3.9 A) but th trong imilarityof 

the traces indicates that the distortions away from cubic in the new pha e are virtually 

identical to those of PbZr03. A preliminary Rietveld refinement u ing a PbZr03 ell adapted 

for 20% Nd-doped BiFe03 is shown in Figure 5.I.4b. Although there are ome minor 

differences, the provisional R factor Rwp= 4.57, confirm that the lru ture i b I de ribed 

by Pbam symmetry of PbZr03 cell which has the approximate dimen ions, ~2ac, 2~2ac, 2ac 

where ac is the pseudocubic lattice parameter [Karimi et al., 2009b]. 
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Figure 5.1.4. a) Comparison of experimental trace of 20%Nd-dop d BiFc03 with PbZr 3 and 

b) experimental and calculated XRD profile of the arne compo ition . The cal ulated 

profile was obtained by Rietveld refinements of a PbZr03-lik tructural mod 1. Fir t 

presented in [Karimi et aI. , 2009b]. 

For Gd 2: 15%, Sm 2: 20%, d 2: 25% and La 2: 40%, major peak wer indexed according to 

the orthoferrite structure with Pnma symmetry and approximate cell dimen ion of -J2ac1 
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-Y2ac, 2ac• Some peaks attributed to the new PbZr03-like phase were sometimes present, 

particularly near the phase boundary, suggesting heterogeneity in the distribution of the RE 

ions. 

5.1.3. Unit Cell Volume and Density 

The space group symmetry, densities, relative densities and unit cell volume of all 

compositions are shown in Table 5.1.1. 

The unit cell volume generally decreases with increasing the RE dopant concentration. For 

Nd (rNd = 1.271) doped compositions, Figure 5.1.5, the R3c1Pbam and PbamlPnma 

(orthoferrite I PbZr03-like) phase boundaries are well defined with abrupt changes in the unit 

cell volume. Within the R3c andPbam phase fields, Vegard's law is obeyed and the unit cell 

volume decreases linearly with increasing dopant concentration [Vegard, 1921]. For larger 

RE ions such as La (rLa = 1.321), the decrease in unit cell volume is less pronounced whereas 

for smaller RE ions (rGd =1.2 1) the volume decreases sharply with increasing dopant 

concentration. 

All samples exhibited a relative density of 2: 95% theoretical. However, some inaccuracies 

in the measurement of density are anticipated near the phase boundaries since the 

compositions are typically mixed phase. 
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Table 5.1.1. Unit cell volume and measured, calculated and relative density of pellets. 

RE % StI'IIdQle Volume Measured Calculated Relative % 
(Ai (q.em"i (kg.em"') 

0 R3c 62.31 7.93(20) 8.33(4) 95.1(3) 

5 R3c 62.17 7.92(26) 8.26(3) 95.8(6) 

10 R3c 61.53 7.88(48) 8.25(3) 95.5(7) 

La 
15 R3c 61.24 7.86(45) 8.19(5) 96.0(4) 

20 Pbam 60.38 7.81(26) 8.18(4) 96.0(4) 

25 Pbam 60.32 7.82(56) 8.12(2) 95.9(4) 

30 Pbam 59.79 7.93(28) 8.10(2) 97.4(2) 

40 Pnma 59.29 7.80(40) 7.97(4) 97.7(6) 

5 R3c 62.06 8.21(34) 8.28(6) 99.0(5) 

10 R3c 61.81 8.12(44) 8.22(3) 98.4(5) 

15 Pbam 61.33 8.10(28) 8.20(2) 98.7(3) 
Nd 

17.5 Pbam 61.25 7.93(41) 8.17(2) 96.6(7) 

20 Pbam 61.05 8.00(22) 8.15(2) 98.0(3) 

25 Pnma 60.57 7.89(26) 8.13(5) 97.1(3) 

5 R3c 62.05 7.86(26) 8.29(4) 94.9(6) 

10 R3c 61.70 7.96(48) 8.25(4) 96.3(6) 

12.5 R3c 62.03 8.13(38) 8.17(4) 99.4(2) 
Sm 

15 Pbam 61.00 7.98(32) 8.27(3) 96.4(1 ) 

17.5 Pnma 59.42 8.20(48) 8.45(1) 97.0(3) 

20 Pnma 59.07 8.09(28) 8.46(3) 95.6(1) 

5 R3c 61.97 7.90(44) 8.3 \(2) 95.0(4) 

7.5 R3c 61.05 8.15(35) 8.40(5) 97.0(4) 

10 Pbam 60.91 7.98(44) 8.38(5) 95.1(4) 
Gd 

12.5 Pbam 61.17 8.09(20) 8.31 (3) 97.2(7) 

15 Pnma 60.93 8.21(26) 831(2) 98.7(2) 

20 Pnma 60.82 8.00(26) 8.25(2) 96.8(5) 
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Figure 5.1.5. Unit cell volume ofNd-doped BiFe03 a the tructure tran fonn from 

rhombohedral R3c to orthorhombic PbZr03-1ike Pbam to orthorhombic ortho[errite Pnmo. 
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5.2. SEM 

5.2.1. Undoped BiFe03 

SEM images from polished and fractured surfaces of pellets revealed that the matrix grain 

size was - 20 flm for undoped BiFe03, Figure 5.2.1, with smaller grains of a Bi-ricb pha e 

whose greater density and composition are illustrated by back scattered imaging and EDS 

analysis, respectively, Figure 5.2.2. In back scattered images, Figure 5.2.1, the brightness is 

directly related to the electron density, hence Fe- and Bi-rich phases appear qualitatively 

brighter and darker with respect to the matrix perovskite. Compositional difference between 

regions of different contrast is confirmed by the EDS data, Figure 5.2.2. In all samples, the 

observed porosity was consistent with > 95% theoretical density. 

Figure 5.2.1. SEM images of BiFe03 showing the main perovskitc pha e and a Bi-rich 

second phase. Some pores are arrowed in the image. 
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Figure 5.2.2. EDS traces from a) BiFe03 and b) Bi-rich pha e in undoped amples. 

5.2.2. La-doped BiFeOJ 

For 5% La doped BiFe03, Bi-rich secondary phases gathered mainly at lh grain boundari , 

often decorating the fracture surface. Consi tent with the XRD re ult , th econd pha 

largely disappeared in samples with 2: 10% La, Figure 5.2.3. However, there wa 

considerable evidence of inhomogeneity in the di tribution of La wi th La-ri hand La-

deficient (Bi-rich) regions observed in all samples with 2: 10% La, Figllr 5.2.4. The 

heterogeneous distribution of La is reflected in the XRD tTa [rom the e omp ition 

which do not index readily as a single pha e, R3c, PbZr 3- like r rth f, rrit , a 

composition increases across the nominal pba e boundarie . 
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Figure 5.2.3 . SEM images of samples of BiFe03 doped with 5-30% La with different phases 

present. 
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Figure 5.2.4. EDS traces from different regions on the surface of20% La doped BiFe03 

showing La-rich and Bi-rich (La-deficient) region . 

5.2.3. Nd-doped BiFe0 3 

Similar to La-doped BiFe03, Nd-doped composition exhibited ingle pha e tra c by XRD 

only for ~ 10% Nd. The images for 5 and 10 % Nd are simi lar to tho e of equivalent 

composition in the La-doped series and the reader i referred to Figur 5.2.3. F r 

compositions doped with 15% Nd, small crystals of a Bi-rich pha e wa ob crved b twe n 

the grains of the main phase, Figure 5.2.5. The volume fraction of thi pha e howev r, wa 

presumed to be below the detection limit of in-house XRD and corre ponding p ak w r n t 

observed in traces from this sample. 
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Figure 5.2.5. SEM images and EDS traces of 15% Nd-doped BiFe03 howing the main pha e 

and a Bi-rich secondary pha e. 

For compositions doped with 20% Nd, Bi-rich secondary pha e are ab ent but Nd-rich 

phases are observed, Figure 5.2.6. The arrowed regions are presumably mall particle of 

unreacted Nd20 3 which decorate the grain boundaries of the main perov kite phase. The 

volume fraction of this phase is low and presumed to be below the detection limit of in-hou e 

XRD. 
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10 12 14 16 18 10 12 14 18 18 

Figure 5.2.6. SEM images and EDS traces of20% Nd-doped BiFe03 showing the main phase 

and a Nd-rich secondary phase. 
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5.2.4. Sm-doped BiFe03 

For compositions with 5% Sm, a Bi-rich second phase is readily observed which dramaticaly 

decreases in volume as Sm concentration increases to 10%, Figure 5.2.7. For higher 

concentrations only small isolated grains of second phases typically at the grain boundaries 

of the matrix phase were observed. The volume fraction of such phases is small and well 

below the detection limit of in-house XRD. Figure 5.2.8 shows the EDS traces of the main 

phase in the 12.5% Sm sample and the Sm-rich secondary phase. 
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Figure 5.2.7. SEM images ofSm-doped BiFe03 with the main features arrowed in the 

images. 
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Figure 5.2.8. EDS traces of 12.5% Sm-doped BiFe03 from the matrix pha e and m-rich 

pbase. 

S.2.5. Gd-doped BiFe0 3 

For Gd-doped compositions, phase as emblage and homogen ity w r diffi u)t to ptimi 

and XRD indicates tbat unlike, e.g. the Nd and m dop d, at no point wer ing) pha 

ceramics obtained, Figure 5.2.9 and 5.2.10. For eompo ition with % d, Figure 5.2.9, i-

rich and Fe-rich grain were observed wbich presumably corr pond to Bi25 40 and 

Bi2Fe409, respectively. Moreover, unlike e.g. Nd and m doped omp ilion, nd ph 

were were routinely observed for higber concentration Figure 5.2.) o. 
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Figure 5.2.9. SEM images of 5% Gd-doped BiFe03 with the main features arrowed in the 

images. 

Figure 5.2. 10. Back Scattered SEM images of 15% Gd-doped BiFe03 with the main feature 

arrowed in the images. 
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5.3. Differential Scaning Calorimetry (DSC) 

To further investigate phase transformationsin RE-doped BiFe03, DSC was performed, 

Figure 5.3.1. For undoped BiFe03 a strong peak is observed at 828°C consistent with the 

reported ferroelectric Te. However, a weak anomally is also observed at -750°C. The origin 

of this peak is unknown and it may indicate a further structural phase transition in undoped 

BiFe03 or it may be related to a second phase. For samples with 5, 10 and 15% La and Nd, 

peaks attributed to a ferroelectric Te were observed at 754°C, 677 °C, 570°C and 696 °C, 

518°C, 325 °C respectively, while for compositions with >15% dopant, there are no further 

sharp anomalies. Changes in the gradient of the DSC curves were, however, apparent at 

lower temperatures suggesting transitions which occur over a broad temperature interval. 

Similar trends are observed in Sm-doped compositions where strong anomalies 

corresponding to Teare identified for ~ 10% Sm with only deviations in the gradient of the 

DSC curve apparent for higher concentrations. This effect is attributed to the heterogeneous 

distribution of RE cations. The DSC traces of Gd series are markedly different from other 

series as a result of the heterogeneous distribution of Gd ion and the multiphase assemblage 

identified in XRD and SEM studies and discussed in section 5.2.5. 

Significantly, a broad anomaly is observed in all compositions at -370°C, which has been 

reported as TN for BiFe03 [Fischer et al., 1980, Kubel and Schmid, 1990, Sosnowska et al., 

1996]. 

Figure 5.3.2 shows a plot of Te versus percentage of RE dopant for all compositions. Te 

decreases linearly with increasing dopant concentration with the gradient of T c/composition 

steeper as the RE ion radius decreases, Table 2.3. 
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5.4. TEM 

Transmission electron microscopy was performed on BiFe03 and RE-doped compositions to 

characterise the structural and microstructural changes as a function of concentration. The 

pseudo-cubic zone axes diffraction patterns <lOO>p, <llO>p and <lll>p were routinely 

obtained together with bright and dark field images of the domain structures. These zone 

axes are often used to illustrate structural distortions from the simple cubic cell in perovskites 

[Reaney, 1996, Woodward and Reaney, 2005]. 

Superstructure reflections along major zone axes for several well known tilt systems are 

listed in Table 5.4.1. According to the rules for electron diffiaction described by Woodward 

and Reaney [Woodward and Reaney, 2005] based on the original Glazer paper [Glazer, 

1972], Ih{ooo}p superstructure reflections are expected to appear for BiFe03 with R3c space 

group and a-a-a- tilt system in 6 out of 12 <1 JO>p zone axes whereas for PbZr03 with (aob-b) 

and orthoferrite-structured (a-a-c +) ceramics, Ih{ooo}p reflections are present in 10 of the 12 

<llO>p zone axes. Additionally, for the orthoferrite phase, the remaining 2 out of 12 <llO>p 

zones contain Ih{eeo}p reflections. For the <OOl>p zone axes of the orthoferrite phase, 4 of 

the 6 contain Ih{ooe}p and 2 out of 6 Ih{eeo}p reflections while all 8 <lll>p zone axes 

contain reflections at Ih{ooe}p positions. Based on these precepts electron diffraction patterns 

where used to study further the tilt systems of phases within RE-doped BiFe03 ceramics. 
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5.4.1. The rhombohedral, BiFe03 Structure 

Figure 5.4.1 a illustrates a typical non-180° domain wall arising from the 

ferroelectric/ferroelastic distortion of the lattice. Figure 4.1 b shows a triple points between 

the grain boundaries of undoped BiFe03. Figures 4.lc is a dark field image of a grain in a 

sample of BiFe03 doped with 10% Nd obtained under two beam conditions utilising a 

Ih{ooo)p reflection. The planar defects are anti-phase boundaries whicb arise where regions 

of antiphase tilt impinge out of phase. Dark field imaging using a superlattice reflection 

reveals the antipbase boundary because the structure intensity factors that give rise to 

contrast in the ordered regions are absent where domains impinge. Thus, antiphase 

boundaries appear distinctly black against the bright ordered matrix in two beam dark field 

superlattice images [Williams and Carter, 2009] . 

Figure 5.4.1. a) Bright field images of BiFe03 samples showing featureless grain and b) a 

junction of three grain boundaries and c) dark field image obtained with the ele tron beam 

approximately parallel with <110>p, utilising a Ih {ooo)p superstrlattice reflection under two 

beam conditions. First presented in [Karimi et al., 2009a]. 
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Figures 5.4.2 shows zone axis electron diffraction patterns for BiFeD3• Ih{ooo}p 

superstructure reflections, that arise from antiphase rotation of the octahedra around the 

[11 l]p axis (Table 5.4.1), are present in some but not all <J10>p zone axes. No other 

superstructure reflections were observed which is consistent with an a-a-a- tilts system 

[Woodward, 2004]. Similar electron diffiaction patterns could be obtained from all 

compositions with x ~ 0.1 as illustrated in Figure 5.4.3 for La doped BiFeD3 and Figure 5.4.4 

for Sm doped BiFeD3. Figure 5.4.4 additionally shows the domain structure and domain 

variance of the R3c phase in the <1 JO>p directions. 

When the high temperature phase transforms to the low temperature structure the allowed 

domains state are given by the number and type of lost symmetry elements. The domain 

state is a group theoretical concept which indicates the allowed symmetry operators and 

combinations thereof which can be applied on any given domain so that it may be made 

coincident with the one adjacent [Woodward and Reaney, 2005]. In real ceramics, the 

domain state is only partially manifested as a domain structure in which only the lowest 

energy domain configurations are likely to be observed. In a cell doubling transition such as 

that associated with the onset of octahedral tilting, one key aspect of the domain structure is 

the presence of variance between domains in the appearance of the allowed superstructure 

reflections. The reflections conditions for R3c are such that only 6 out of 12 possible 

<110>p zones contain superstructure reflections. Therefore statistically only 50% of the 

domains on average in any given <110> p zone axes will exhibit superstructure [Woodward 

and Reaney, 2005]. This variance is illustrated in Figure 5.4.4. 
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Figure 5.4.5 shows schematic structure of BiFe03 witb the antiphase rotations of Fe06 

octahedra that give rise to the superstructure observed in the electron diffraction patterns 

shown in Figure 5.4.2 to 5.4.4. 

• 
1.11 . t" 1111 I III 

11111 "II • • • • • • 
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111111 I II ~ 'I'" , ,u'l 

• . ' • • . " .' I' 

I 

• • • I 
1 

I • • • • .' Figure 5.4.2. Electron diffraction patterns from BiFe03 from a) <OOl>p, b) <lll>p, c) and 

d) two variants of the <1l0>p zone axes. Superstructure reflection at !tS{000} positions 

associated with antipbase rotations oftbe 0 octahedra are arrowed in (c). First presented in 

[Karimi et al., 2009b] 
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Figure 5.4.3. Electron diffraction pattern from 10% La-dop d BiFe03 from <OOl >p, 

<Oll >p and <11 I >p zone axes . Only super tructure oftbe type 1h{ooo}p i 

consistent with R3c ymmetry. 

Figure 5.4.4. Electron diffraction patterns of] 0% m-doped amp) win tw ariant 

of <I 10>p zone axes taken from two neighbouring grain mark d nth IlTIag . 
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Figure 5.4.5. schematic models ofBiFe 3 rh mboh dr I R . tru tur . 
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5.4.2. PbZr03-like Structure 

PbZr03 is the archetype antiferroe1ectric perovskite in which the orthorhombic unit cell may 

be described on a 1I2a0 2112a0 2ac matrix with the c axis coincidental with the fundamental 

perovskite lattice but with a and b rotated through 450 [Sawaguchi et al., 1951]. The 

structural distortions within the cell may be envisaged as antipolar displacements of the Pb 

ions along [l10Jl[-1-IOJp direction and antiphase rotations of the Fe06 octahedra described 

by an a-a-co tilt system, Figure 5.4.6. The key signature superstructure reflections for PbZr03 

are therefore lh{ooo}p reflections which appear in e.g. 10 out of 12 <J JO>p zone axes and 

more critically ~{hkO)p reflections. Note that the reflection condition h#c applies to If.{hkOjp, 

so they are forbidden, e.g. in the <110>p zone axes where h is constrained to equal k. 

However, in other zones such as <1 J l>p and <OOl>p, the ~{hkO)p may appear because of 

double diffraction routes allowed in that direction of the crystal, e.g. 

The rings of intensity observed in Figure 5.4.6 are artefacts of TEM sample preparations as 

they arise from the Zr02 crystals formed on the surface of the PbZr03 sample during ion 

milling [Knudsen, 2002]. 

Although XRD data are strikingly similar and preliminary refmements give a high 

'goodness' of fit to Pbam symmetry, electron diffraction patterns indicate some weak 

structural features that suggest the symmetry and cell dimensions of the PbZr03-like phase in 

RE-doped BiFe03 are different to PbZr03. Figure 5.4.7 shows a sequence of zone axis 
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diffraction patterns along major zones obtained from 20% Nd-doped BiFe03. Identical 

patterns were obtained for all samples which exhibit the PbZr03-like structure, according to 

XRD. 

Figure 5.4.6. Structure of PbZr03 showing Pb ions in antiparallel quadrupling the unit cell 

and some electron diffraction patterns ofPZ showing two variants of <OOl >p, <Oll>p and 

<lll>p zone axes. Note the presence of l!J{ooo}p reflections in some <110>p zone and 

1I4{hkOjp in some <lll>p and <OOl>p [Knudsen, 2002, Reaney el al., 1997]. 

The ED patterns illustrate that the PbZr03-like phase is not only quadrupled along one of the 

<110>p directions (i.e. a periodicity of 2 v2ac as in PbZr03) giving rise to ~{hkO}p reflection 

but also along the <OOl >p, manifested as the appearance of ~{OOI}p reflection. 

Superstructure reflections at l!J{ooo}p positions associated with anti-phase rotations of the 
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Fe06 octahedra were also present as anticipated in some but not all <110>p zones can istent 

with a tilt system in which at least two orthogonal axes are tilted with equal magnitude 

[Woodward and Reaney, 2005]. 

Figure 5.4.7. Electron diffraction patterns from grains of20% Nd-doped sample where a) and 

b) are two variants of the <OOl>p zone axes, c) is one variant of the <lll>p zone axe and 

d), e) and t) are three variants of the <110>p zone axes. if4(OOI) and if4 (hkO) ar arrowed in a), 

b) and c) and 1f2{hkl}p reflections are arrowed in d) and t). Fir t pre ented in [Karimi 101., 

2009b]. 

Figure 5.4.8. is a dark field image of a 20% Nd-doped ample illustrating the fcrroela tie 

domain structure in a grain with the electron beam parallel with <llO>p. The image wa 
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obtained using a lIz{ooo}p reflection (ringed). Adjacent to the image are the three domain 

variants of the pseudocubic <110>p obtained from each highlighted domain. Figure 5.4.9 is a 

dark field image of a 15% Nd-doped sample obtained using a ~{hkl} reflection and with the 

electron beam approximately parallel with a <110>p zone axis. The image reveals antiphase 

boundaries that have formed because of the impingement of regions of antipolar order that 

have nucleated out of phase. 

Figure 5.4.8. Domain variance of the pseudocubic <110>p direction in 20% Nd-doped 

sample using a lIz{ooo}p superstructure reflection. First presented in [Karimi et al., 200 a]. 
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Figure 5.4.9. Dark field image of 15% Nd-doped sample obtained using a 'i4{hkl}p reflection 

with electron beam approxiamtely along a <llO>p. The image reveals antiphase boundaries 

associated with regions of anti polar Bi displacements that have nucleated out of phase. Image 

courtesy of Dr. S. Miao. 

Identical electron diffraction patterns for the PbZr03-like phase in Nd-doped compo ition 

were recorded for La and Sm-doped ceramics. Figures 5.4.10 and 5.4.11 show <100>p and 

<lll>p zone axes for the 30% La- and <100>p, <110>p and <1 J l >p zone axes for the 15% 

Sm-doped compositions. However, some grains of the 15% Sm doped compo ition also 

revealed superstructure reflections of the type ifz {eeo}p, Figure 5.4.12, which ari e from 

antiparallel cation displacements of the A-sites within systems with mixed in-pha e and anti

phase tilting [Glazer, 1972, Woodward and Reaney, 2005]. The most likely explanation is 

that the superstructure reflections arise from regions of the 15% Sm-doped ample which arc 

orthoferrite structured. Such regions are present due to an inhomogeneous distribution of the 
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Sm within the sample. The orthoferrite phase has Pnma symmetry with an a-a-c+ tilt system 

and thus give rise to the %{eeojp reflections [Woodward and Reaney, 2005]. 

Figure 5.4.10. <100>p and <lll>p zone axis diffraction pattern from grains in 30% La

doped compositions. 
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Figure 5.4.11. <100>p, <110>p and <lll>p zone axes obtained from grains within 15% Sm

doped compositions 
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Figure 5.4.12. <JOO>p zone axis in 15% Sm-doped compositions showing Y2{eeojp 

super lattice reflections characteristic of the orthoferrite phase. 

Figure 5.4.13 shows a bright field image of a region in a 15% Gd-doped sample recorded at 

room temperature. The grain contains a mixture of PbZr03-like and orthoferrite pha e, 

consistent with XRD data shown in Figure 5.1.3d. This gives rise to a highly complex 

domain structure. Inset are <OOJ>p zones axes from each phase. The quadrupled reflections 

of the PbZr03-Iike phase are arrowed and 'h{eeojp reflections of the orthoferrite pha e are 

ringed. 

If the electron diffraction patterns are utilised to determine the symmetry of the PbZr 3-like 

phase, the Okl: k+I=2n and hOI: h=2n reflection conditions limit the choice of po ible pa e 

groups. Moreover, the unit cell for PbZr03 contains 8 formula unit (Z= ) with pproximat 

dimensions, ...J2ac,2...J2ac,2ac whereas the unit cell dimen ions of the PbZr 3-like pha e 

observed in RE-doped BiFe03 compositions has 16 formula unit (2= 16) with approximate 

dimensions, ...J2ac.2...J2ac,4ac. The overall symmetry is therefore best de cribed by the Pnma 

space group (No. 62). However, it should be emphasised that the tructure i not that of 

orthoferrite despite possessing the same symmetry. The transition from ortboferritc to 
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PbZr03 structure doubles the unit cell along [OOljp and [1 10jp direction effectively r ating 

an isomorphic subgroup. Figure 5.4.14 shows a schematic rendering of th PbZrO -like 

phase in RE-doped BiFe03 compositions. 

Figure 5.4.13. A bright field image of a region in a ] 5% Gd-d ped ampl with th 

diffraction pattern insets of <OOI >p zones axes from each pba c. h qu druplcd r fI 

of the PbZr03-like phase are arrowed and 1h{eeo}p reflections of the orthofl rrite pha arc 

ringed. Frist presented by [Karimi et az', 2009a] 
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Figure 5.4.14. Schematic rendering of the orthorhombic PbZr03-like tructure with an 

aproximate unit cell of;/2oc,2;/2oc,4oc" reproduced from [Levin, Karimi and co-work r , 

2010] . 

5.4.3. In-situ Electron Diffraction 

In-situ electron diffraction was performed on compo ition dop d with 15 and 20% d. 

Figure 5.4.15 shows two domain variant of the < 001 >" z ne axi from a ingl grain 

obtained at room temperature which reveal uper tru tur ren ti n at l4{hkOj" and 14 {OOl}p, 

respectively. As temperature incrca e to above 300 0 , l4{hkOjp r n tion ar r pia d by 

1f2{ooe}p and the Ij,,{OOljp reflection replaced by 1f2{eeojp in th <001>" z . Th 

transition temperature is broadly consi tent with the wid p ak in th D 

composition. The appearance of 1f2 {ooe}p and 1f2{eeojp up r tructur 

tra e of thi 

in th high 

temperature phase indicates the pre nee of in-pha tilting in pry kit tru tur d 

compounds [Glazer, 1972]. 
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Figure 5.4.15. In-situ electron diffraction perfonned on the mpl with 20% Nd hibit d a 

reversible transition from the PbZr03-like quadruplcd celllo an 0 "0 " + till Y t m. , ir t 

presented in [Karimi et 01., 2009a]. 

Similar in-situ studies were also perfonned on the 15% Nd d p d mpl , igur 5 .. 1 

utilising <310>p zone axes which enabled simultaneou ob rv ti n f th '14 {hkOjl' nd 

'I4{OOI}p superlattice reflections as a function of incrca ing t mp r tur . os 

disappear at the PbZr03-like to orthoferrite tran ition, wherca th 'I4{OOlj,,- typ 

disappeared at a lower temperature. It may be that these two f up rl tti 

arise from different phase transition but further work is requir d t pro thi 
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Further zone axis electron diffraction patterns from the high temp ratur pha w rc all 

consistent with the a-a-c + tilt system of the orthoferrite tructur . 

- - - -Ortboferrtte 

300 'c 

Figure 5.4.16. In-situ electron diffraction pattern fi rth 15% Nd rd d fr m 3 

single grain containing both If4{hhOjp and If4{OOljp r Oe ti n ug ling th 1 If4{OOIl" 

reflections evolve/disppear at temperatures lower than th t mp ratur r p 

orthoferrite phase transition. First presented by [L yin, Karimi nd -w rk 'rs. 20 II] . 
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5.5. Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy was performed as a function of composition for all RE-doped BiFe03 

samples fabricated in this study, Figures 5.5.1. No attempt was made to assign vibrational 

modes to the observed bands and the spectra achieved were used primarily in a comparative 

manner as a means of assessing the onset of structural phase transitions. All room 

temperature spectra broadly followed the same trends as observed in XRD, Figure 5.1.3. For 

10% RE-doped compositions, all spectra exhibited modes consistent with the rhombohedral, 

R3c structure of BiFe03. However, samples with 12.5% Gd, 12.5%!S Sm!S 15%, 15%!S Nd 

~ 20% and 20% ~ La ~ 25% exhibited similar spectra to each other but markedly different to 

that of compositions with ~ 10% RE. 

The XRD traces for 12.5% Gd, 12.5%!S Sm ~ 15%, 15%!S Nd!S 20% and 20%!S La ~ 25% 

exhibited the PbZr03-like structure, Figure 5.1.3, and therefore their Raman spectra were 

considered as characteristic of the new quadrupled cell. Samples with 17.5% Sm and 25% Nd 

have a mixed phase ofPbZr03-like and orthoferrite and therefore spectra characteristic of the 

quadrupled cell may be observed alongside spectra from the doubled orthoferrite phase. The 

12.5% Gd sample is on the boundary of transformation from the R3c to orthoferrite phase at 

which the quadrupled phase is known to exist in the other RE doped systems. The 

appearance of some spectra consistent with the PbZr03-like phase as well as some electron 

diffraction patterns, Figure 5.4.13, suggests that it may be possible by use of multiple 

calcinations to homogeneously distribute the Gd3+ to stabilise the sample as single phase 

PbZr03-like structure within a narrow compositional interval. 
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Figure 5.5.1. Raman trace of all compo iti nal rie . 

Figure 5.5.2 shows the Raman spectra for 10% Nd-dopcd BiF 3 ht in d r m 

155 

o to -

190°C. No significant changes in the spectra arc ob erv d ugge ting that (hurl.! ar' no 

further phase transitions on cooling. However, the mode d rc a1 

as a function of decreasing temperature, typical of Raman p clr . 
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lO%Nd 

200 400 600 

Ramao Shift (em-I) 

Figure 5.5.2. Raman spectra as a function of temp rature for 10% Nd-dop d Bi 3 fr m 

°C to 190°C. First pre ented in [Karimi t al., 2 09a]. 

Figure 5.5.3 shows the Raman spectra for 20% Nd BiF he sh rp 

band at ~ 180 cm-l disappears at ~200 ° , can i tent wilh th in- ilu T .M dala h wn in 

Figure 4.15 where a structural phase tran ition i ob erv d 0 r a br d I mp rnlur range 

from the quadrupled PbZr03-like to the Pbam, orthoti rrit slru lure. 
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200 400 600 
Ramao ShIft (em-I) 

Figure 5.5.3 . Raman spectra as a function of temperature for th 20% Nd amp I from 30 ° 

to 300 0c. First presented in [Karimi 1 al., 2009a] . 

Raman spectroscopy was also performed on ample with 10 and 15% Nd-d p d Bi 

which had been sintered in air, argon and oxygen to illu trat the m t f anne ling 

atmosphere on phase formations, Figure 5.5.4. In general , th re i n dif~ r n in 111 ' Ira 

irrespective of the annealing atmosphers, sugge ting that - I i hi metry i not a ignifi ant 

factor in the phase equilibria of RE-doped BiFe03 compo ition . 
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Figure 5.5.4. Raman spectra for a) 10% and b)J5% Nd ample nneal d in dill! rent 

atmosphcr . 
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5.6. Neutron Diffraction Studies 

Neutron diffraction measurements were perfonned partly on P LARI I 

N7 at the ISIS, Didcot, UK as a part of a joint proj ct with Dr. T. myn, ni r ity f 

Leeds and partly in collaboration with Dr. I. Levin at th Ruth rfl rd Appl t n rie . 

In-situ neutron powder diffraction data were collect d fi r ampJ f th Nd a 

examples of the R3c, PbZr03-1ike and orthoferrite tructure, to inv tig t the tru tur I and 

magnetic phase transitions. Figures 5.6.l and 5.6.2 how th tim f flight (/.Oj) graph f 

the neutron diffraction data as a function of temperatur for 17.5% nd 25% in i ating th 

structural and magnetic transitions as temperature change . 

16000 

14000 

12000 

..... 10000 
::II 

.!!. 
'f aooo 

.s 6000 

4000 

Figure 5.6.1. Neutron diffraction as a function oft mpcratur fI r a 17.5% Nd , ampl wh'r' 

Tc and TN can be observed. A structural chang t th rthofl rrit ph 

(Tc) while the strong magnetic peak at 100 0 w ak n a th t mp r lur 

TN and disappear compl t lyat 
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Figure 5.6.2. Neutron diffraction as a function of temp raturc for a 25% Nd mpl with 

several structural transitions between -269 0 and 550 0 whil th 

peak at very low temperatures starts di appearing at b ut 400 0 • Th 

below the room temperature can be relat d to T, a pr di tcd by r ults. hi 

confirmed the TN mea urcd by 0 ab ut4 o 

5.6.1. Transition from Rhombohedral R3c to Orthofcrrit PIIIIIQ 

The neutron diffraction patterns for comp iIi n d p d with 1 % Nd n b' litt'd 

satisfactorily assuming a rhombohedral tru tur with R3 ' ymm I b-I nd an 

orthorhombic structure with Pnma ymmctry ab vc 1', . Figur b 

[Levin, Karimi and co-workers, 2010 and 2011], h w th p'rim ntal nd 01 utat-ct 

neutron powder diffraction profiles of ompo iti n d p d with 10% Nd ~ r t11 
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rhombohedral R3c phase at room temperature and the orthoferrite pha e above 600 0 . The 

nuclear parameter for the R3c and Pbnm phases are Ii ted in Tabl 5.6.1. The g odn f fit 

R wp values were 3.69 % and 3.33 % for the data at 25 0 and 600 0 ,re p tiv Iy. 

No ordering of Bi and Nd ions was refined and a random occupying of the 6a and 4c ite , 

respectively has been utilised. Simi lar to pure BiFe03 [Arnold et at., 2009] the rhomb h dral 

to orthoferrite transition is accompanied by an abrupt expan ion of th unit ell volume in th 

rhombohedral phase by about z 1.8 %, Figure 5.6.4. 

.. T = 2S oC " T = 600 ° 

~ ~3 - 3 .. .. c c 
~ ~ ...., c c .... .... 

2 '0 1 '0 
~ Co> 

~ .t:I 
..s 

§ 1 E 1 
0 0 

z z 
0 0 

1 1 3 5 6 1 1 3 4 6 

Q(A-l) Q ( 0
1) 

Figure 5.6.3. Experimental and calculated neutron powder diffra Ii n pr til Ii r 

rhombohedral R3c phase of the 10% Nd at room temp ratur nd th rth fcrrit pha c 

abov 600 0 
• 
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Table. 5.6.1. Structural (nuclear) parameter for the R3c and Pbl7ln pha e of 10% d d p d 

ample obtained by Rietveld refinements using powder n utron diffraction data c 11 ct d at 

25 ac and 600°C rc pectiv Iy. 

Atom Site x y Z Visa x 100 (AL) 

R3c space group (#161), 0 = 5.56819(3) A, = 13.7856( 1) A 

Bi 0.9 Nd 0.1 60 0 0 0.04393 0.92(2) 

Fe 60 0 0 0.26752 0.45(1 ) 

0 18b 0.4434 0.0177 0 0.83(2) 

Pbnm space group (#62), 0 = 5.4387(7), b = 5.63331 (8), = 7.9101(1) 

Bi 0.9 Nd 0.1 4c -0.0044 0.03634 y.. 3.64( I) 

Fe 4b 0 12 0 1.31(6) 

01 4c 0.0779 0.4792 ~ 2.85(2) 

02 8d 0.7045 0.2926 0.0389 3.23(1) 

---- • 0 M 
62.6 C; • .., 

"S (') • e-
Q 

c:.I .... 
~ • 1:4 

• ~ . 
62.2 ... 

~ c 
• • • 

c:.I • U 
;t:! 61.8 • 
~ • 

• 
61.4 

-73 127 327 527 

Temperature CO ) 

Figure 5.6.4. Temperature dependence oftbe unit c II volum mp iti n d p 'd with 

10% Nd obtained from the refinement u ing powder n utr n dirfr ti n d, tao 
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5.6.2. Transition from the PbZr03-Uke to the Orthoferrite Structure 

The detailed analysis of the transition from the PbZr03-like to orthoferrite phase was 

performed on ceramics doped with 17.5% Nd. The XRD (Figure 5.1.3b) and neutron 

diffraction (Figure 5.6.1) data confirmed that below Tc a PbZr03-like structure was present 

that could be fitted to Pbam symmetry whereas above Tc the structure was orthoferrite as 

discussed in section 5.6.1. The Pbam cell satisfactorily fitted all room temperature neutron 

powder diffraction data collected for all samples with 15 ~ Nd% ~ 20 and accounted for all 

observed reflections, Figures 5.6.6. 

Table 5.6.2 shows the refined nuclear parameters for the PbZr03-like and the orthoferrite 

Pbnm phase for the sample with 17.5% Nd. No Bi / Nd order was detected and the Rwp and i 
values for the PbZr03-like phase were 44.18% and 2.44, respectively. Large and anisotropic 

atomic displacement parameters for oxygen and BilNd positions, Table 5.6.2, indicate that 

the actual structure, perhaps locally, deviates from Pbam symmetry. Deviations from the 

Pbam, "2ac, 2"2ao 2ac model, highlighted by the large anisotropic atomic displacement 

parameters, are consistent with the electron diffraction data presented in section 5.4, which 

revealed a series of IJ,{OOI}p-type superlattice reflections. These reflections demonstrate that 

the cell is doubled with respect to that of PbZr03 to give the approximate cell dimensions, 

"2ac, 2"2ac, 4ac• 

A large discontinuous volume change similar to that encountered in BiFe03 [Arnold et al., 

2009] and in the 10% Nd sample is observed during the transition from PbZr03-like to 

orthoferrite structure as exemplified in Figure 5.6.7 for compositions doped with 15% Nd. 

In addition to the unit cell volume, changes in the lattice parameters across the structural 

transition in 15% Nd doped sample are also ilustrated in Figure 5.6.7. The change in volume 
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is largely determined by changes in the b* dimen ion (horizontal in Figure 5.4.1 ). Th 

transition from PbZr03-1ike to orthoferrite pha e i imilar to the tran ition from R3 to 

orthoferrite, in as much as there is an abrupt expan ion of the unit cell olum and a h i 

accompanied by the disappearance of the in-pha e tilt a i . 
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Figure 5.6.6. a) Experimental and calculated con tant-wav I ngth neulr n diffr ti n pr liIe 

for PbZr03-like structure of the 17.5% Nd sample at ro m t mp ratur , Rll p- 4.1 %, nd b) 

andc)fitforapairofreflections(J41 1221and023)f,rth m d I with -a i nda- IS 

orientation of the magnetic moments, re pectively. Fir t pr ent d at [L in, Karimi and 0 -

worker, 2010). 

The temperature dependence of the refined Bi di placcm nt th' id 'ul Ii 'd 

coordinate positions is displayed in Figure 5.6 . . Bi di pluc m 111 in b th ur 

along the 2-fold symmetry axes parall I to the rotation ax of Ih tah dra (a a tilt) ; 

however, the displacement patterns in the two tructurc ar dif r nt. Th magnitud fBi 
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displacements in the orthoferrite structure exhibits an apparent anomaly at the temperature of 

the magnetic transition which suggests strong coupling of Bi displacements and octahedral 

tilting to the magnetic ordering. This transition is accompanied by the abrupt c-to a-axis 

reorientation of magnetic dipoles. The intensity distribution among the 1411221 and 023 

magnetic reflections, Figure 5.6.6b, is very sensitive to orientations of magnetic moments 

and enables reliable identification of the moment directions [Sosnowska et al., 1982]. 

Table 5.6.2. Structura1(nuclear) parameters for the PZ-like and orthoferrite 

phases of 17.5 % Nd doped sample obtained by Rietveld refinements using powder neutron 

diffraction data collected at 25°C and 375°C, respectively. 

Atom Site x y Z Viso x 100 (k) 

Pbam space group (#55), a = 5.58663(6), b = 11.2235(1), c = 7.79956(6) 

Bi 0.825 Nd 0.175 
4 0.7970 0.1320 0 1.22(1) 

Bi 0.825 Nd 0.175 
4 0.7934 0.1266 0.2517 2.14(2) 

Fe 8 0.2582 0.1215 0.2517 0.34(1) 

01 4 0.1964 0.0883 0 1.05(1) 

02 4 0.7215 0.3379 Y2 2.25(1) 

03 8 -0.0409 0.2381 0.2128 1.84(1) 

04 4 0 Y2 0.2779 3.88(3) 

05 4 0 0 0.3055 1.66(2) 

Pbnm space group (#62), a = 5.4387(7), b = 5.63331(8), c = 7.9101(1) 

Bi 0.825 Nd 0.175 4c -0.0058 0.0428 v.. 2.19(2) 

Fe 4b 0 Y2 0 0.78(1) 

01 4c 0.0835 0.4765 Y. 1.63(1) 

02 8d 0.7013 0.2957 0.0417 2.06(1) 
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Below -220°C, a reverse c-to a-axis reorientation of the magnetic moment 

Figure 5.6.9, however, in this case, the reorientation tran ition i gradual with ul any 

detectable changes in the nuclear structure. 

_--_. PZ-Iike (-2.tS 0 

Figure 5.6.9. Schematic rendering of the orientation ofmagn ti dip I in th 17. % d 

sample as a function of temperature. ote that there i a n transiti n b ' l \ 

-223°C. First pre ented in [Le in, Karimi and -work r ,2 I I]. 
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5.7. Dielectric measurements as a function of temperature 

Relative permittivity, £r, and the tan5 dielectric loss were measured as a function of 

temperature for all the compositions, Figures 5.7.1 to 5.7.4. Some compositions (typically 

with x < 0.1) exhibited weak anomalies in the permittivity below the nominal Te, observed as 

broad peaks between 200°C and 400 °c. These typically disappeared at higher frequencies 

and for higher dopant concentrations (x> 0.1). At -370 °c according to DSC data, Figure 

5.3.1, all compositions undergo a transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic (TN). If 

this phase transition is responsible for these broad peaks in £r. it is not clear why the peak 

temperature should be frequency dependent or why changes in the magnetic moment should 

induce peaks in the dielectric data. Dielectric loss for all samples is typically low « 0.05) at 

room temperature for higher dopant concentrations (~ 10%) but at temperatures above - 150 

°c, loss values rise sharply presumably as a result of enhanced conductivity. The onset 

temperature for the steep rise in dielectric loss is dependent on the RE dopant type and the 

frequency. Generally, Nd and Od doped compositions have the lowest losses but currently 

there is no explanation for this behaviour. It is evident that RE dopants improve dielectric 

loss in BiFe03 based compositions, however, the conductivity appears too high at elevated 

temperature to reveal the anomalies associated with the phase transitions, readily observed by 

DSC. 

Microstructural factors such as secondary phases, porosity and lattice defects all contribute to 

dielectric losses [Ferreira and Baptista, 1994] and BiFe03-based ceramics are notoriously 

difficult to study dielectrically and ferroelectrically for numerous reasons. The most likely 

explantion for the improvement in dielectric loss as the RE dopant concentration increases 
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relates to the elimination of the highly conducting illenite pha at typically ~ O. I . It i 

clear however, that further work is required to a) detennin the natur of the ndu ti ity in 

RE-doped BiFe03 (i.e. pin type semi conduction) and b) d termin the requi it d pant 

strategy to eliminate charge carriers. 
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s.s. Polarization vs. Electric Field 

Polarization was measured as a function of applied electric field for 20% Nd-doped sample. 

The obtained loops are shown in Figure 5.8.1. The hysteresis measurements are a decisive 

method for determining ferroelectricity of a sample as ferroelectric materials will switch at 

fields higher than their coercive field to a saturation polarisation. This should be reversible 

and give rise to a remnant polarisation on removal of the field. The poor quality loops shown 

are not untypical of BiFe03-based ceramics and many authors have represented such data as 

arising from reversible polarisation similar to that shown for conventional ferroelectrics such 

as BaTi03• Here, it is proposed that the loops are present due to space charge regions 

reversible in the electric field. It should be noted the 20% Nd-doped compositions have the 

PbZr03-like rather than rhombohedral ferroelectric structure. The appearance of ferroelectric 

loops in this composition is therefore highly unlikely based on its structure. The poor 

hysteresis associated with these samples once again demonstrates the need to control the 

defect chemistry in BiFeO)-based compositions by using a suitable dopant strategy so that 

large fields may be applied with dielectric breakdown and space charge effects can be 

eliminated. 
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5.9. Magnetic Measurement 

Magnetic measurements were first presented by [Levin, Karimi and co-workers, 2010 and 

2011] and were performed at the National Institute of Science and Technology, MD, USA. 

The R3c phase of the 10% Nd develops very slim magnetic hysteresis loops, whereas for 

higher concentrations ofNd, a robust ferromagnetic response, Hc';:!, 4170 Oe and Hc';:!, 1950 

Oe for 15 and 20% Nd respectively, were obtained below the magnetic transition. In all 

cases, the response was characteristic of a paramagnetic state at high temperatures. Figure 

5.9.1 illustrates the magnetic hysteresis loops, M-H, and graphs of the temperature 

dependence of magnetization, M-T, between room temperature and 700°C for three 

compositions. The magnetic transitions are clearly manifested in the large increase of 

magnetization. Importantly a pronounced peak of magnetization was also observed around 

temperatures of structural phase transitions. 

For compositions doped with 10% Nd where the structural transition is in the paramagnetic 

state, the peak in magnetisation is weak and most prominent for larger fields. In contrast, for 

compositions doped with 15% Nd, the peak in magnetisation becomes pronounced for weak 

fields since for strong fields the effect is masked by an increase in magnetization upon 

crossing the magnetic transition temperature. The results are in complete agreement with the 

interpretation of the Neutron diffraction data in which magnetic dipoles were shown to 

reoreient upon at the onset of the FE-PE and AFE-PE structural transition, as described in 

section 5.6. Conceivably, even in the paramagnetic state, the magnetic moments are 

preferentially aligned with one of the crystallographic axes and the weak peak of 
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magnetization for ceramics doped with 10% Nd is caused by reorientation of the moments 

which is further facilitated by applied magnetic field. 

For compositions doped with 20% Nd, where the structural transition occurs well below TN, 

the peak of magnetization was evident even at large fields, e.g. 2000 De. For compositions 

doped with, 15 and 20% Nd, in addition to a steep rise in the magnetization at the magnetic 

transition, a second anomaly was observed which presumably arises due to the PbZr03-like 

to orthoferrite phase transition. The temperature of this magnetic anomaly was field 

dependent and decreased systematically with increasing Nd content in accordance with the 

AFE-PE and FE-PE transitions 

The second dipole-reorientation transition below -220 °C, which occurs without any 

detectable structural transition is also manifested in the magnetization anomaly, however, 

this change in magnetization is not abrupt, consistent with the results inferred from neutron 

diffraction data. Interestingly, the coercive field exhibits well-defined anomalies both at the 

PbZr03-like to orthoferrite transition and the low-temperature magnetic dipole-reorientation 

transition. These results indicated a very intimate coupling between the displacive (tilting, 

cation displacements) and magnetic order parameters which is manifested in the 

displacement and magnetization anomalies at the temperatures of the magnetic and structural 

phase transitions. 
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5.10. Summary 

High density pellets of Bh-xRExFe03 RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd and 0 ~ x ~ 0.4 were 

successfully made. XRD and SEM showed that for x < 0.1 in La, Nd and Sm and x < 0.075 

in Gd series secondary phases of BhFe409 and BhsFe040 existed. According to X-ray, 

electron and neutron diffraction data collected for La, Nd and Sm with x ~ 0.1 and Gd with x 

~ 0.075 the perovskite phase could be indexed according to the rhombohedral, R3c cell of 

BiPe03. 

The REFe03 orthoferrite Pnma structure was present for x> 0.1, x> 0.15, x> 0.2 and x>0.4 

in Gd, Sm, Nd and La doped BiPeD3, respectively. The orthoferrite phase appeared at lower 

values of x as the RE ion radius decreased. 

For La, Nd and Sm with 0.1 < x $ 0.3, 0.1 < x :5 0.2 and 0.1 < x :5 0.175, respectively, a new 

phase was stabilised with peak. splitting and superlattice reflections similar to that of the 

orthorhombic, antiferroelectric PbZr03. In-situ Raman spectroscopy and electron and 

neutron diffraction data demonstrated that on heating, the PbZrOrlike phase transforms to 

the orthoferrite, Pnma structure of the REFe03 end member. DSC showed that Tc for all 

compositions decreased with the increasing RE concentration but the rate of decrease per % 

increased with decreasing RE-ion radius. 

In rEM images and electron diffiaction data for compositions with R3c symmetry, 

superstructure and orientational and translational (anti-phase) domains were observed in a 

manner typical of an anti-phase tilted, ferroelectric perovskite. For the new PbZr03-like 

phase, orientational domains from the ferroelastic transition and additional anti-phase 

boundaries associated with regions of antipolar order were observed. Electron diffraction 
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patterns from the new PbZr03-like phase that it is doubled with respect to PbZr03 Cl/2ac, 

2.y2ae,2ac) with an approximate unit cell, ..J2ael 2..J2ac1 4ac • 

Neutron powder diffraction was used to determine changes in the nuclear and magnetic 

structures in the Nd series across the phase transitions. A large volume change encountered 

during the high temperature phase transition in BiFe03 was maintained upon RE substitution 

and was particularly evident for the antiferroelectric to paralectric transition between the 

PbZr03-like and orthoferrite structures. Both transitions from orthoferrite structure to R3c 

and PbZr03-like are accompanied by large discontinuous expansion of the lattice volume in 

the low-temperature structures. The orthoferrite to R3c transition occurs in the paramagnetic 

state and generates no detectable changes in the magnetic structure. In contrast, the 

orthoferrite to PbZr03-like transition, which occurs in the magnetic state, is accompanied by 

abrupt;:::: 90 0 reorientation of the magnetic dipoles. The magnetic moments retain their 

overall G-type antiferromagnetic arrangement upon this structural change. This coupling 

between the nuclear and magnetic structures is manifested in the significant magnetization 

anomaly. 

Dielectric measurements of the RE-doped compositions revealed that the conductivity was 

reduced, particularly for samples with x > 0.1, above which non perovskite second phases are 

eliminated. However, the dielectric loss was still too high to observe dielectric anomalies 

associated with the phase transitions readily observed in DSC. Ferroelectric hysteresis curves 

exhibited clear evidence of space charge reorientation rather than classic ferroelectric 

behaviour. 
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Chapter 6: General Discussion 

To understand the behaviour of BiFe03 as a function of increasing RE concentration, 

comparisons with other systems, such as Pb(Zr,Ti)03. are potentially useful, Figure 6.1. In 

Pb(Zr,Ti)03, when the larger, less polarisable Zr4
+ substitutes for Ti4+ ions the tolerance 

factor t, [Goldschmidt, 1926] decreases and the average polarisability of the ions within the 

structure decreases. A direct consequence of the decrease in polarisability is a decrease in 

ferroelectric T Co However, t simultaneously decreases reSUlting in an increase in the driving 

force for octahedral rotation [Jaffe et al., 1971, Michel et al., 1969, Woodward, 2004, 

Woodward et al., 2005]. The decrease in polarisability and tolerance factor as Zr 

concentration increases drives the system towards an antiferroelectric rather than 

ferroelectrtic structure and the symmetry changes from R3m1R3c in which the Pb 

displacements are essentially parallel along the [llljp direction to Pham in which the A-site 

ions are displaced in antiparallel along [1 JOjp/[-l-lO]p. 

At room temperature BiFe03 has a rhomobohedral structure described by a comer-shared 

network ofFe06 octahedra in which the cubooctahedral cage is filled with Bi ions. The Fe06 

octhedra are distorted with an a-a-a- tilt system which is commensurate with parallel Bi 

displacements along the [111jp direction [Glazer, 1972, Glazer, 1975]. According to Baettig 

et a1. the ferroelectric order and the spontaneous polarization in BiFe03 result from the Bi3+ 

lone pair 6s
2 

electron which is sterochemically active [Baettig et al., 2005]. A-site doping of 

BiFe03 with smaller sized RE dopants not only distorts the cation spacing between the Fe06 

octahedra (which can led to the further rotation of the octahedra) but also modifies the 

ferroelectric order [Baettig et al., 2005, Cheng et al., 2009]. 
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The effect of the modifying the average ionic radius or tolerance factor (I) by cation substiton 

in the perovskite structure may be generally understood using the approach of [Goldschmidt, 

1926, Reaney et ai., 1994]. Reaney et a1. showed that the t gives an indication of the tilt 

transition temperature and the type of octahedral tilting likely to occur in any given system. 

In their study, Reaney et a1. proposed that for 0.985 < t < 1.06 perovskites are untilted, for 

0.964 < 1 < 0.985 they are tilted in antiphase only and for t < 0.964 they exhibit mixed in

phase and anti-phase tilting [Reaney et ai., 1994]. 

Tolerance factors calculated for the end member of the RE-doped BiFe03 solid solutions are 

listed in Table 6.l. All tolerance factor values are less than 0.964 and thus according to 

Reaneyet a1. all the end member ceramics should exhibit both in-phase and anti-phase tilting 

[Reaney et al., 1994]. The orthoferrites (REFe03) have an a-a-c + tilt system (Pnma 

symmetry) and thus have mixed in-phase and antiphase tilting in agreement with [Reaneyet 
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aI., 2004]. However, BiFe03 has an a-a-a- tilt system and thus is tilted in antiphase only, in 

disagreement with [Reaney et al., 2004]. In the cuboctahedral cage, the Bi ion is highly 

polarisable and below Te (830°C) ferroelectric displacements along [J 11Jp couple strongly 

to the octahedral rotations and force the structure to adopt a commensurate rhombohedal tilt 

system. In the absence of the ferroelectric displacements, i.e. above Te in the paraelectric 

region, the structure reverts to an a-a-c + tilt system in which there are mixed in-phase and 

antiphase rotations. Moreover, in the a-a-c+ tilt system, the A-site cations are known to 

displace in antiparallel along the <110> p giving rise to extra superstructure reflections at the 

Ifz{eeo}p positions. Thus, above Te, BiFe03 has antiparallel cation displacements and below 

T e parallel ferroelectric displacements. 

Table 6.1. Tolerance factor for the perovskites end members for the doped systems. 

Composition BiFe03 LaFe03 NdFe03 SmFe03 GdFe03 

Tolerance factor 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.91 

Figure 6.2 and 6.3 are plots of average tolerance factor and average A-site polarizability, 

respectively, versus T e. As the average tolerance factor and A-site ionic polarisability 

decrease, T e decreases. However, across the Lanthanide series, ionic polarisability is directly 

proportional to ionic radius and therefore it is difficult to distinguish which of the two 

crystallochemical factors is most important in controlling Te in RE doped BiFe03. 
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In the case ofRE-doped BiFe03, Tc decreases with decrease in tolerance factor and it is more 

likely therefore that the linear relationship of tolerance factor with Tc for RE-doped BiFe03 

is secondary to that with average A-site ionic polarisability. It should be noted that the values 

of ionic polarisability and ionic radii were obtained from Shannon [Shannon, 1993, Shannon 

and Prewitt, 1969]. It is evident from the graph in Figure 6.3, that the average A-site ionic 

polarisabilities for 5% and 10% La-doped samples are anomalous and do not fit the linear 

trend. The polarizabilities for Gd3+, Sm3+, Nd3+, La3+ and Bi3+ are quoted as 4.37, 4.74, 5.01, 

6.07 and 6.1213
, respectively, by [Shannon, 1993]. Within the highly distorted environment 

of the R3c, ferroelectric cell which is dominated by large A-site ion off centring along 

[111 J p, a polarizability of 6.07 13 seems too large in comparison with that of Be+ 6.12 13 and 

a value of -5.5 13 is more likely. If this value is assumed, a linear of fit with Tc vs 

composition is obtained for all RE doped compositions, Figure 6.3. 

From Figures 6.2 and 6.3, it is clear that tolerance factor and average polarzability decrease 

in RE-doped BiFe03 with increase in RE concentration: a situation which replicates that 

observed in Pb(Zr, Ti)03 as Zr concentration increases. Moreover there is competition in the 

phase diagram between parallel and antiparallel A-site displacements based on the crystal 

chemstry of the end members, as discussed above. The net result is a strong driving force to 

stabilise a PbZr03 like phase intermediate between the rhombohedral ferroelectric and the 

orthorhombic orthoferrite structures. The transition from the high temperature a-a-c + Pnma 

cell to the 0-0-0- R3c in BiFe03 is lSI order and therefore discontinuous [Arnold et 01.,2009]. 

From a group theoretical perspective, the transition beween the a"a"c+ and a"a-a- tilt systems 

cannot occur directly [Howard and Stokes, 1998] and requires an intermediate step. One 

possible intermediate tilt system is a-a-co which is compatible with the antiferroelectric 
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displacements that quadruple the cell in PbZr03. Overall therefore, there are several strong 

crystallochemical factors which encourage the stabilisation of an antiferroelectric cell in RE

doped BiFe03• 

The PbZr03-like phase has been observed in all RE-doped BiFe03 systems to date [Karimi et 

al., 2009]. Kan, Takeuchi anc co-workers, concluded that there is a universal behaviour 

driven by the crystallochemical factors discussed above [Kan et al., 2010]. Figure 6.4 shows 

preliminary phase diagrams for several RE-doped BiFe03 systems which illustrate concisely 

the points raised. It should be noted that as the ionic radii and polarisability of the dopant RE 

ions decreases the critical concentration to induce structural transitions decreases, i.e. for Gd 

with the smallest ionic radius and lowest polarisability 10% dopant is sufficient to induce the 

transition while for La with the largest ionic radius more than 15% dopant is essential. This 

effect has also been observed in combinatorial studies of similar systems by Takeuchi and 

co-workers. These authors attributed the effect to a hydrostatic pressure caused by the 

smaller radii of the RE ions [Kan et at, 2010]. This explanation however, is incomplete in 

that it only takes into account the effect of the ionic radius and ignores the decrease in ionic 

polarisability which additionally occurs across the Lanthanide series. Similar arguments to 

that of Kan et a1. have been used in previous classic texts, e.g. Jaffe et at argued that in 

barium titanate, the isovalent substitution of Ba by Sr induces the same kind of changes in 

the lattice parameter and Teas the changes caused by an external hydrostatic pressure [Jaffe 

et al., 1971]. As part of their conclusions, Kan, Takeuchi and coworkers proposed a phase 

diagram of average ionic radii vs temperature for these compounds, Figure 6.5, indicating 

that the average ionic radii is the critical factor that controls the structura properties of RE

doped BiFe03 [Kan et al., 2010]. The weakness of this argument as illustrated in Figures 6.2 
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and 6.3 and alluded to above, is that the ionic polarisability and radii of the lanthanide ions 

are intimately linked and each decreases systematically with increase in atomic number 

across the series so it is diffiuclt to state unambiguously which of the two is the dominant 

crysallochemcial factor. 

It is interesting to note that in the study by Kan, Takeuchi and co-workers, there is a 

curvature to the line of T c which is apparent due to their combinatorial pulse laser deposition 

thin film technique which ensures that there are many more compositional data points 

accessible. The origin of this curavature is still open to debate and requires further study. 
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In the present study, the Pbam model bas been used to analyze the tcmperatur d p nd n e 

of the structural parameters for the PbZr03-like pha e. RE ub titution of Bi in BiF 3 I 

known to induce a stronger ferromagnetic re pon , whi h ha been attributed 

modification of the spiral modulation [Nalwa and Garg, 200 , Yuan and r, 2006). n 

heating, the PbZr03-like Pbam tructure transform to orthoferrite Pnma tructur whi h i 
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accompanied by the large discontinuous volume change, similar to the R3c ro Pnma 

transition in BiFe03 [Levin et al., 2010, Arnold et al., 2009]. The Pbam to Pnma transition 

occurs in the antiferromagnetic state, Figure 6.6, and is accompanied by abrupt 900 

reorientation of magnetic dipoles, within the same G-type ordered antiparallel array, which 

manifests itself in the macroscopic properties as a pronounced change in magnetization 

[Levin et al., 2010]. Despite nominal G-type antiferromagnetic ordering, the PbZr03-like 

phase exhibits a robust ferromagnetic response [Levin et al., 2010] most likely caused by 

canting of magnetic moments. 

Studies of the bulk ferroelectric properties in this contribution were inhibited by the high 

conductivity of the samples under large drive fields. In contrast, however, Takeuchi and co

workers were able to measure ferroelectric properties of their Sm-doped thin film 

compositions, Figure 6.7, [Kan et al., 2010J. They concluded that the ferroelectric properties 

of the RE-doped BiFe03 thin films follow the same patterns irrespective of the RE-type. 

Figure 6.7 exhibits the room temperature polarization vs electric field hysteresis loops for 

RE-doped BiFe03 thin films as a function of the average radius of the A-site ion (rQVNQ,.)' 

The hysteretic behaviour follows a general trend in which square loops characteristic of a 

ferroelectric phase are present at >1.352 A. These loops then collapse to give linear 

behaviour for an average A-site radius of 1.345 A. The double hysteresis loops in the 

intermediate region 1. 352<raverage< 1. 345 was initially interpreted as arising form AFE 

switching but in later pUblications, e.g. [Kan et al., 201OJ, they were attributed to a field 

induced I st order transition in compositions whose T c was marginally below room 

temperature. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 

All RE doped BiFe03 compositions with less than 10% RE dopant were rhombohedral with 

R3c symmetry and exhibited, superstructure and orientational and translational domains 

characteristic of an anti-phase tilted, ferroelectric perovskite. At higher RE concentrations, an 

orthorhombic structure was stabilised with Pnma symmetry whose Glazer tilt system (aOaoc) 

was identical to that of the REFe03, ortboferrite. end member. However, at the phase 

boundary between the ortboferrite and rhombohedral cell, a new PbZr03-like orthorhombic 

phase was stabilised. The structure refined well using neutron and X -ray diffraction data to 

the Pbam, PbZr03 cell, (V2ao 2v2ac,2ac) but electron diffraction revealed a further doubling 

of the unit cell in the c direction to give a unit cell. v2ac,2v2ao 4ac• The origin of the further 

cell doubling along c remains unknown. 

Tc for all compositions decreased with decreasing average tolerance factor and A-site ionic 

polarizability preliminary phase diagrams for RE-doped BiFe03 for the studied RE dopants 

have been constructed. Subsequent to publication of the preliminary phase diagrams, they 

were broadly confirmed by Takeuchi and co-workers using combinatorial thin film studies. 

Rietveld refinements of neutron powder diffraction data revealed similarities between the 

R3c to Pnma and Pbam to Pnma phase transitions. In particular, both structural transitions 

were accompanied by large discontinuous lattice volume expansion in the low-temperature 

R3c and Pbam phase. The PE-AFE transition between the two orthorhombic structures 

occurred below TN in the G-type. antiferromagnetically ordered state and was accompanied 

by abrupt 90° reorientation of magnetic dipoles which manifested itself as an abrupt change 

of magnetization and coercive field. 
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Dielectric measurements as a function of temperature illustrated a significant decrease in tan6 

as a function of increase in RE concentration. However, broad frequency dependent peaks in 

pennittivity were often observed suggesting that space-charge effects still dominated the 

dielectric properties despite RE-doping. At no stage where peaks in permittivity associated 

with structural phase transitions observed. Polarisation-field measurements did not reveal any 

evidence of classic ferroelectric switching. 

To make a final conclusion on the usefulness of different structural characterisation 

techniques used in this work, a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of each technique 

is listed below. 

XRD is the most readily available characterisation technique and although it was initially 

helpful in finding the structural phase changes in BiFe03, it is insensitive to the displacement 

of anions and thus not useful in establishing the anion location and identification of the space 

groups dominated by such displacements. 

SEM gave confidence that the ceramics were of sufficient quality in terms of porosity and 

second phase to warrant further study. 

TEM- Electron Diffraction facilitated the study of single domains and weak cell doubling 

phenomena in perovskites. It was used extensively to study superJattice reflections and 

associated domain structure as a function of composition and temperature. Initially, space 

group symmetries were determined by electron diffraction prior to full stJUctural refinement. 

Although only qualitative, it is more readily available in comparison to, e.g., neutron 

diffraction, which may only be accessed through central resources. 

Raman Spectroscopy was primarily used to determine the temperature and compositions at 

which structural phase transitions occur. No attempt was made to quantify or model the 
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Raman spectra but the rapid turnaround time and the fact that it is non-destructive made this 

technique invaluable for determination of preliminary phase diagrams 

Neutron Diffraction provides better signal to background ratio than X-ray and is sensitive to 

weak superlattice reflections relating to the distortion of the O-sublattice. The use of neutron 

diffraction in this study was the most important technique for quantitative determination of 

anionic positions. The low atomic scattering factor for oxygen makes anion disorder in 

perovskites very difficult to recognize by X-ray diffraction. 

At the end it is worth mentioning that in the author's view a combination of in-situ electron 

and neutron diffraction gave the most effective and comprehensive overview of the structure 

of different phases in rare earth doped BiFe03. 
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Chapter 8: Future Work 

• Assigning vibrational modes to strong bands observed in Raman spectra; currently 

under investigation, initiated within the group through collaboration with the 

Academy of Science, Czech Republic and exemplified by the paper: 

J. BUnko, J. Pokorny, S. Karimi and LM Reaney, "Angular dispersion of oblique 

phonon modes by Raman scattering in BiFeO]" Physical Review B, January 2011. 

• Fabricate and characterise thin films of Nd-doped BiFe03. This is already underway 

at the University of Leeds on a joint programme with Prof. Bell. In addition, targets 

ofSm doped compostions have been sent to Prof. I.Takeuchi's research group at The 

University of Maryland, USA and to Prof. N. Valanoor's research group at The 

University of New South Wales, Australia. 

• Investigate dopant strategies to reduce conductivity in RE-doped BiFeOJ and 

therefore facilitate more extensive investigation into the dielectric properties of these 

systems. This research is already on-going via an in-house continuation of my project 

with a Ph.D student, K. Kalantari. The first article has been accepted: 

K. Kalantart, S. Karimi, D. C. Sinclair, L Sterlanou and LM. Reaney, "Ti-doplng to 

reduce conductivity in Bio.8J1Vdo./SE'eOJ Ceramics" A.dvanced Functional Materials, 

Accepted March 2011. 
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